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1. Papers Discussed 
In this thesis the folloving worlis, referred to in the test  by the 
numerals I-V, are discussed: 
I. Nilsson,  S . - E .  & vorz Segebaden, G.  1962: Undersokning rorande av- 
sattningslagen fiir sltog och sltogsmark i Jamtlands Ian. (Investi- 
gation concerning the accessibility of forests and forest land in the 
p r o ~ i n c e  of Jamtland.) - Stalens skogsforskningsinstitut. Medd. 
51 :4 
11. Janz,  I<., Nilsson,  S.-E., uon Segehadcn, G. 1963: Lovsliogens av- 
sattningslage i StorumanomrAdet. Utredning rorandc virltestill- 
g h g a r n a  for en eventuell lovmassafabrili i Storurnan. Iiapitel 
3-6. (In~esl igat ion concerning the accessibility of deciduous 
forests in  a northern region of Sweden. Cap. 3-6.) - Skogshiig- 
sliolan. Inst. for skogstasering. Rapp, o. upps. 7. 
111. uon Segebaden, G. 1966: Sliogens och skogsmarkens avsiittnings- 
lagen. - Skogen och dess ut\eckling i Sorrbottens lan. Cap. 4. 
LuleA. 
I\'. von  Segebaden, G .  1968: Virliestillg5ngarr1as a\sattningsliigen. - 
Virliesbalanser 1967. SOU 1968: 9, Appdn IS. 
Y. rlon Segebaden, G. 1969: Skogshrnkets a ~ ~ e r l i n i n g s -  och transport- 
liostnader i siidra Svesige. -- Sliogsindustri i siidra S~er ige .  SOU 
1969: 21, Appds A. 
The papersreferred to mere written in connection nit11 commissions 
carried out by the Department of Forest Survey of the Royal College 
of Forestry; this has influenced both their execution and presenlatio11. 
This means, in part, thal  the original intention, of studying in depth 
and of refining tlle calculation methods \\ithin a relatively limited 
field, has  been replaced in consequence of the succcssi~ e commissions, 
by a more e s t ens i~  e treatment. 
2. Statement of the Problem 
2.1 The concept "accessibility" 
The Sxedish term "avsattningslage" denotes the economic feasibility 
of exploiting the growing stock of a forest, especially in consideration 
of its situation relative to transport routes and places of delilery. This 
feasibility is determined on the one hand by the price or the ~ a l u e  of
the raw material, on Lhe other by the cost of exploitation and transport, 
and in the long term, also by the cost of stand establishiueni and 
tending ( d n o n .  19% ; Streyf fer t  c t  uon Jlalortie 1963). The German 
terms "~~ i r t s cha f t l i c l~e r  Standort" and "A8.rsatzlage" (Speidel  1967, pp. 
125-134) are equix alent. Theye terms, hon ever, are more general. The 
English terms "accessibility", "accessible" and "inaccessible" often 
appear to refer rather to the physical approachableness than to the 
economic accessibility of the raw material ( A n o n .  1960 c; Hrrsch 1965 i. 
From the purely technical point of l i e n ,  howe~er ,  it i.i feasible to 
esploil all Sorest stands, hencz c~nly a description of the cconomic 
accessibility is appropriaie. This aspect of the tern1 accessibility ha\  
bcen stressed b ~ ,  amongst others, Barbour (1956) : "Forests are often 
ihus clnsGfied as 'nccessihle' and 'inaccessible'. The former group in- 
cludes those  forest^ that are sufficienlly near to ccntexa of p)p:~iation 
and nel l  cnough scrled by railxiays, rilers, (ir other mcacq of irans- 
portation to make possilslc the marheling of iorcst products. The lerm 
'ac~es4ibJ~'  i~ r c l a t i ~ c ;  n iorest might he accessible for produck of 
such high ~ a l u c ,  or l o n  ~ o l u i n e  and neighl, that they could stand a 
b e a ~ y  transportation cost, hut nonarcessible fo r  bulkier and Ie5.; I alx- 
able forest products. Alio1~01 er, aceesdxli ty changes n iSh the dex d o l t -  
mcnt of transportation f ac r l i t k ,  tile gro~.\lh 01 population, the &- 
pietion of ihe forests, and an increased demand for p r3d~c i . i .~ '  /S?e 
also Hostlrlnd 1036; A n o n .  1965 b, 1111. 7'5--77 and 107--109.) Accord- 
ingly, iil 1 h j 4  i.eport thc term "~cccssihility" is used in t h e  meaning of 
the Sv cdish term "a1 sattningslage". 
It  is cuslolnnry to simpirfy the as\umptions by regarding the price 
or ille ~ d u c  f the timber as  fixed. The accessibility is ihen decided 
solely on the basis of the costs ( , l n o n .  1940 & 1949; Petlersorz 1963; 
S t rey f f e r t  c t  uoir Jlalortie 19G3), 
2.2 Problems in which accessibility is relevant 
Those problems in  which the accessibility of the growing stock is 
relevant may be classified into the following three types, namely 
questions concerning 
a )  the intensity of forestry, 
b )  the prospectiye supply of timber, 
C )  the valuation of forest and forest land. 
Questions of intensity may concern not only forestry in its entirety 
(Hagner  1967; Speidel 1967), but also its constituent parts, e. g. 
regeneration measures ( d n o n .  1966 a )  and forest inyentory ( A n o n .  
1958 a ) .  Where the prospective supply of timber is concerned, it is 
often 3 question of reducing a gross potential cut' in respect of that 
part vh ich  may not be economically accessible ( A n o n .  1919, 1968 a, pp. 
34-35 & 1969 a ) .  Forest and forest land are valued e. g. on the 
exchange, purchase and sale of real estate, and for taxation purposes 
( d n o n .  1949). Forest 1 a l ~ ~ a t i o n  may, howm er, be also in1 olred in the 
analysis of problems of intensity. As an example of Lhe latter may be 
mentioned the system of marginal cost calculations, worked out at  
S~ens l i a  Cellulosa AB (SCA) for the economic control of silvicultural 
measures, in which accessibility ( c q u i ~  alent to " h a r ~  eqting cost") is 
an  included T ariable (Hergner 1969; uon Heideken 1969). Fnrlhermore, 
q~~es t ions ,  for instance of labour requirement and the effect on employ- 
ment, which simultaneously affect se\er:il aspects of the problem, 
may occm (,41wn. 1966 c, pp. 118-121). 
In papers I-V discuswd here, only problems of types a and b 
ha1 e been concidcred. 
Paper I. This study s ins  initiated by a e,)mmittee appointed in I960 
by the county ~adniinislrntion of Jiintlnndz, to inr.cstignte means of 
better utilising the fore\t resources oE Lhe coliiliy. The aim oi' the 
study is primarily to elucidate the effects of thc propo\dq presented 
by the commitlee for an extension of the forest raad I E ~ X I C ' I ~ ~  ( , l l?on.  
1962) .  
Paper I I  is part  of the report of an enquiry begtan in 1961 by the 
illen Forest Research Instilute of Sweden, by o r d a  o f  the Cronn. Thc 
task of the enquiry x a s  to investigate ihe resources of pulpwood 
suitable for, and aeces~iblr to, exploitation for sa~yplying a planned 
hardvood pulp mill at Storurnan in inner Korrland. 
-- 
1 For the  definilion of the  concept :‘potential cut": sce section 5.2 
T o r  the  geographical divisions employed, see Appds  C. 
Paper  I l l ,  reporting an  enquiry which began early in  1964, is part of 
a study commissioned by the county forestry board in Norrbotten 
( A n o n .  1966 c) .  The aim of this study was to provide the basis for a 
\~orliing programme for the exploitation and tending of the forest 
resources of the county. This was to be part of a more extensive 
enquiry into measures for promoting the economic development of the 
county ( d n o n .  1966 b).  In project 111 questions both of the profitability 
of a planned extension of the forest road network, and of the economic 
accessibility of the growing stock, were primarily to be elucidated. 
Paper  I T T .  The work discussed here began in autumn 1964 and was 
part of a commission to the Royal College of Forestry to prepare for 
a government expert committee a statement of the potential forest 
resources and their economic accessibility. The committee had the 
tad-as one of ~ a r i o u s  studies of the structural problenls of forestry 
and the forest industries-of draming up balance sheets for the forest 
resources of the country, in which the felling possibility for various 
alternative silvicultural prograinmes was lo be shown in relation e. g. 
to the raw material requirements of the processing industries for an  
expected capacity ( A n o n .  1968 a ) .  
Paper V, the work on \\-s-hich began in  1967, vias in connection with 
an  enquiry into developmental trends in, and prerequisites for the 
establishment of, saw mills and pulp mills in southern Sweden ( d n o n .  
1969 d ) .  The aim of the work is to compare northern with southern 
Sweden in respect of the exploitation and transport costs of timber, 
and to discover how transport costs are affected by the re-structuring 
of the pulp and board industries in southern S ~ ~ e d e n ,  as outlined by 
Lhe report for the period 1970-1980. 
3.1 General 
Forest in~entor ies  should provide adequate data as a basis for the 
long Lcrm planning of forestry and forest industries. When designing 
forest inventories the problem of the accessibility, however, has been 
very much neglected. Owing to lack of feasible methods the accessibility 
of the forests is sometimes not described at all in the inventory re- 
ports (no reference is made) or is only described very broadly. In thc 
latter case the forests are classified into only two classes, "accessible" 
and "inaccessible", -which often are not more exactly defined (e.g. 
Anon .  1958 a & 1965 b),  or into a few variously defined situation zones 
(e.g. Anon .  1940). 
In 1934 "logging factors" which describe the operational conditions 
of the forests were introduced as part of the Korwegian National Forest 
Inventory (Sarnset  1957). The methods to be cliscussed below may be 
considered as a further development of this principal approach, but 
with the given restriction that for economy of time and cost the in- 
\entory data already available should be used and the additional field 
worli, if any, should be kept to a minimum. 
The methods of study employed imply in principle that the sample 
material concerning site, stand and tree characters, assembled from 
sample plots by the h'ational Forest Survey, is subsequently comple- 
mented with information concerning the location of the sample plots 
in various respects, such as their distance from a motor road, floatway, 
settlement and the coast. This conlplenlentary information is obtained 
from maps. 
On the basis of this information about the stand and tree charac- 
teristics and the location of the individual sample plots, costs are cal- 
culated for the exploitation and transport of the timber, for different 
methods of transport and delivery. 
The method is most fully described in papers I and I1 (see also 
uon Segcbaden 1964 a & 1967). 
3.2 Collection of data 
Inventory  in formal ion.  Since 1953, the whole country has been 
covered each year by a low-percentage inventory, consisting in enu- 
meration along the sides of systen~atically laid out squares, the "in- 
ventory tracts". These are laid out for any one year's survey in an  
approximately rectangular ne t~mr l i  with the spacing 22x25  km in 
northernmost and 10x12 km in southernn~ost Sweden. At each sub- 
sequent year's inventory, the network for that  year is mox-ed in a 
direction parallel with its original position so that the tracts are as  
evenly distributed as possible. A ten-year cycle is used, implying that 
the network returns lo its original position every tenth year (Fig. 1 ) .  
On each edge of the tract, four circular sample plots are laid out-in 
southernmost Sweden, seven-on which site, stand and tree characters 
are recorded. Every hundredth metre along the edge of the tract, 
"stump inventory" plots are laid out, for estimating the felling removal 
Fig. 1. The layout of the  inventory tracts. 
Thin full line - "Surrey line" a t  the  second Sational Forest Survey (1938- 
19,52), now replaced by "tracts" located along the former line 
Thick full line - "Tract" 
Dashed line - Boundary of "survcg area" with one tract  surveyed per year 
Tract nit11 figure 1 is surwj-ed in year 1 and 11, viith figure 2 in year 2 and 12, a.s.0. 
in  the past felling season (Fig. 2 ) .  These plots are also circular, and 
are laid out in pairs with 20 metres l~e tvecn  centres. 
The sample plots h a ~ e  a n  area of only cn 140 nl3 (radius 6.64 m),  
which is of advanlage as regards the attainment of precision in 
enumeration. However, the plots are often too small to be suitable for 
describing characteristics such as site quality class, stand age and 
stoclc density. For the description of such characteristics, a sample plot 
about ten times larger (radius 20 m and hal ing the same centre) is 
used. 
In accordance with the system for classifying different inr-entory 
methods, given by L o e f s c h  & Haller (1964), the design of the Sn-edish 
Kational Forest Survey is described as "a lay-out of sampling units in 
clusters as  a two-stage or multi-stage samplingn.-For a more detailed 
presentation of the design and execution of the Swedish forest survey, 
see Hagberg (1957) and the field instruclions for e. g., the year 1969 
( A n o n .  1969 b ) .  
In format ion about location. Data concerning the situation of the 
sample plots in  various respects are obtained from maps. This work 
has mostly been done under the supervision of the staff of the county 
forestry boards, and in consultation with local representatives of 
various forest owner groups. 
The number of sample plots i n  the investigations is very large. To 
Fig. 2. An inventory tract. 
o Sample plot for tree counting, and for 
measuring basal area, r a d ~ a l  incre- 
ment, etc. (16 or-in so~~ the rnmos t  
Sveden-28 plots per tract) 
\ Sample plot for stump enumeration 
(1 "double plot" per I00 m)  
U Point for measuring distances Lo 
waterway, road, etc. (5 poinls or- 
when measuring only from the tract  
centre-1 point per tract) 
reduce the amount of work i n v o l ~  ed, measurements were not made for 
every sample plot, but only for the centre or corners of the inventory 
tract, on the basis of which all sample plots in that tract, or those 
closest to the point of measurement, are assigned the \ d u e  for that 
point. (In paper IV, for instance, the number of tracts was 4,100 and 
tllc number o f  sample plots on forest land 39,700.) 
The precision of this procedure was in~esl igated for projcct I by a 
pilot sludy. On n map containing in  all 24 tracts ( ~ ~ i t h  the side 1.8 
Itm), the shortest straight-line distance to a permanent road was 
measured, both for each of the 16 plots and for the centre point of 
each tract. The dislailces for the pIots ranged froin 0.0 lo 6.8 kin with 
the average 1.96 km. The standard deviation of the individual sample 
plots' distance from the distance of the tract centre to the road in  any 
one lract was 0.63 Itm, vhi le  the standard de~ ia t ion  for the four 
sample plots which mere assigned the values for the tract corners x a s  
0.34 ltin. The corresponding maximum error yias 1.3 and 0.9 ltm, re- 
spectively (cf. Fig. 2).  The errors can be considered as small in com- 
parison with the actual distances. For the influence of these errors on 
the cost calculations, see section 4.3. 
On the basis of this discussion all measurements concerning the 
extraction distance have been taken from the tract corners, and the 
other recordings (lorry transport distance to floatway and coast, etc.) 
from the centre. In project V, however, all measurements for southern 
Sweden were taken from the centre, for economy of time and cost. 
As a rule, the information about situation has been recorded for 
various degrees of development of the permanent road network. For 
instance, in  paper 11, three different degrees of development are con- 
sidered : 
(1) the present extent of permanent roads and winter lorry haulage 
roads, 
( 2 )  the calculated degree of expansion after fil-e years, according to 
current plans, 
( 3 )  a schematic "ideal" road networli ~vhich  may be taken as corre- 
sponding to the expansion attained in 10-15 years' time. 
For northern Sweden-where there was a choice of method of 
extraction and transport, e.g. extraction to floatway followed by 
floating, or extraction to motor road and subsequent lorry Iransport- 
that  transport combination was chosen vh ich  gaTre the lowest total 
cost. The choice was made manually from information about distance 
and cost. To facilitate this \vorl<, tables were prepared (see Appdx A, 
which gives the instructions used in  papers I11 and ITT for classifying 
the inventory tracts).  The choice may wit11 advantage be made not 
manually, but by computer, although in  that case further information 
about distance must be recorded. 
The possibility of also considering rail transport of timber was 
studied during the planning of l~rojects  I11 and IT. This means of 
transport had, however, to be excluded, because of the difficulty of 
obtaining at that time adequate information about freight charges, 
and because the terminal problem cannot be treated in general terms 
in  rail transport.-It should be noted that until a few years ago rail 
transport of timber was not very common in Sweden. 
Cost information. I n  paper I, which deals with the costs for certain 
"type trees", the felling cost is calculated from information obtained 
from work study about the relative time requirement for felling trees 
of various diameters and different species (Anon. 1959 a ;  Ziilander 
1961). The cost level is then determined with the aid of the current 
forestry wage agreement for the area (Anon. 1960 a ) .  Information as 
to the felling cost for the type trees could not be obtained directly from 
the wage agreement, since this was not designed to express the true 
cost relations in the felling and primary conversion of individual trees, 
hut  v a s  intended to represent the average for a specified stand type 
and for primary con\-ersion according to defined principles. 
In paper I1 the cost calculation refers to the felling of ~~~~~~~~aods 
in different access situations relatile to a proposed pulp mill. On the 
basis of infornlation from a special estimate by the National Forest 
Survey of the outturn of hardwood in ~ a r i o u s  types of slnnd ripc for 
felling, the felling cast could in this case be obtained from the forestry 
wage agreement. TTritll the guidance of other a1 ailahle statistics. how- 
ever, the costs \\-ere differentiated for various geographical zones 
beyond those given in the agreement. 
The calculation of the exploitation costs in papers 111-%' is related 
dircctly to a calculation of the potential cut made at the same time. 
The functions for the lime requirement per tree in felling M-orli under 
various conditions (Jirruholm & Kilander 1964) are used as a basis 
for the felling costs. These functions are based on work study material 
and apply primarily to felling methods and output levels for the years 
1961-1962. The functions were adjusted for the present author's 
purpose to relate approximately to conditions in  large-scale forestry 
in Norrland in 1964, at  the same time a s  the influence of snovr depth 
on the time requirement was being separately treated ( d g e r  1965 a 
L! b) .  
The partial function for de-branching during the snow-free period i s  
given below, as an example of the time functions: 
tz is the effective time1 requirement, minutes per tree 
D is the tree diameter o. b, at breast height, cin 
Ii' is the de-branched merchantable length of the tree, rn 
F is the degree of de-branching difficulty (in f i ~ e  classes, with 
limits 0.75 in the class "easy" and 1.35 in  the class "difficult"). 
For further information about the funclions, see paper I11 (p. 39). 
The rate per effective minute in fellins is calculated with the 
guidance of statistics concerning the length of the working day and 
the average earnings of fellers, as  recorded by the Logging Research 
Foundation (Forsltningsstiftelsen SDA) and the Society of Forestry 
Employers (Foreningen Skogsbruliets Arbetsgi~are) .  
The cost  for extraction is obtained in papers I and I1 ~ i a  the wage 
agreement for horse extraction and from the price lists for lorry 
transport of timber. From these a basic cost series is construcled 
which for short distances considers only horse extraction and for 
longer distances, horse extraction in  combination with lorry transport 
(see I, Fig. 3 )  or horse extraction combined with tractor and lorry 
transport (paper 11) .  The grounds for differentiating the basic costs 
for  various extraction condilions are obtained from wage agreements 
1 By "effective time" is meant in Nordic forestry work study terminology "that  time 
required for a specified work element-in the  actual performance of the  tasb"(Anon. 1963b). 
and price lists as  \sell as the resuits of work sLrtdy ( B e n g f s s o n  1939) .  
In papers 111--V, in nhich  all extraction is considered to be by 
means of one-man LracLor5 ecpipped 71 i th grapple loaders, the cost 
for extraction is calculated-as is that  for felling-via a time function 
( J u r n h o l m  LC Kilander 1964; sec 111, p. 64) .  For the total time require- 
ment a hasic curT;e is constructed, to apply for certain terrain con- 
ditions and a specified deilsity of cut. The c w \ e  is fitted Lo lic a t  a 
level of production per day equi~alent  to that  given by available 
.,tatistics for large-scale forestry, collecled by the Society of Forestry 
Employers. For other terrain conditions and densities, adjustments are 
made r e i a l i ~ e  to lhe basic curxe with the help of inforination from the 
paper by Jtrruholm & Kilander 11964).  The rate per effective iniiiute 
for the tractor driver is obtained from the available statistics, while 
that for Lhe tractor unit is based on a machinery cost calculation. 
To the costs for felling and extraction a supplement is added for 
the daily movement of llle labour force bctween home and place of 
work, Lhe trn\ el allowance lor commuting, the size of ~ ~ h i c h  is obtained 
from the wage agreemcni ( w e  411, 11. 102) .  h more detailed analysis of 
the \vork and senice t ra~el l ing  of forest worliers at  the time when 
projects 111 and IV ve re  carried ouL is g iwn by B r n d z  LC E' i tern~yr  
( 1 9 6 6 ) .  
Thc cost for t imber  t ransport  b y  lorry is based throughout on price 
lisLs and aTailable statistics. 
FlwSa'ng costs for softwood are calculated as  the mean of four or 
f i le  ycars' costs debited to the floating associations. In papers 111 and 
IT' a spccial supplen~ent is made to this for the cosl of preparing and 
1,realting up log landings. In Lhe above-mentioned papers, only those 
floating districts considered by local experts to he likely to be used 
during the next four to five years were included. 
In papers I and 11 the so-called indirect  felling costs  are also 
considered, i. e. the costs for haulage roads, rvorliers' huts, super\ision, 
etc., which are added to tllc direct cosls for felling and extraction in 
the form of a fixed pcrcentage supplement, 25 per ccnt in paper I and 
35-40 per cent in paper 11. The magnitude of this mas decided in the 
light of the conception of the l a e l  of indirect costs which is applied, 
for instance, in connection with the re-allocation of land ( L n n d b r r g  
1938) .  
Since there are objections to the use of s~lcl i  fixed percentage 
supplements for these types of cosl, as for instance, their dependence 
on the Gze of the treatment units and the intensity of forestry (Staaf  
1955; . Inon.  1863 d ) ,  the indirect exploitation costs have been omitted 
from Lhe calculations in papers 111-1'. It was conGdered more ap- 
propriate io be able Lo allocate these costs, e. g. in the form of a fixed 
supplement in cram-11s per cubic metre, on the \ubsequent employment 
of the results ior a g i ~ e n  purpose (see 111, p. 268). 
No indirect co.;ts ha l e  been allocated for lorry transport and floating, 
with the exception of costs for ninlcr  lorry haulage road5 in papers 
I11 and IV. These costs musl, h o n e ~ e r ,  be considered if the resull of the 
calculation is to he u\ed for comparing different methods of transport 
( . 4 1 1 0 ~ 2 .  1961, Pt 1, Call. 2 ) .  
3.3 Processing of data 
All data collected in the field by lhe Nalional Foresi S u r ~ c y  were 
earlier recorded on forms. After manual clleclting the information was 
punched for further processing in simple types of punch-card machine. 
Only in exceptional cases were magnetic tape and more a d ~ a n c e d  
forms of equipment employed. Since 1967 all field recording has been 
done on "pen-punch cards". These are mechanically tested lo identify 
for correction all cards which are invalid, incomplete or otherwise 
unacceptable. The information is then read off directly onto tnagnetic 
tape, for further processing by computer. A more detailed account of 
this is available in  the report "The notation, checking and storage of 
data at the National Forest Survey" (Backlund 1968). 
Situation data for a sample plot, after being transferred to punch- 
cards or magnetic tape, are assorted together with the i n ~ e n t o r y  infor- 
mation for that plot (see I, p. 14) .  
The further processing, which includes amongst other things, cost 
calculation, was carried out in projects I and I1 both manually and 
xvith the aid of simple types of punch-card machine, while the 
computer alone was used in projects 111-V. In computer processing, 
the time requirement for felling and primary conversion is calcu- 
lated for every "marked tree" on each sample plot. Subsequently, 
the total time for each tree species is divided by the total 
volume of merchantable timber for that species, giving the aver- 
age time requirement per unit volume rnercllantable timber for all 
tree qpecies on Lhe sample plot. Rlultiplication by the time rate then 
gives the cost per unit \-olume. The costs for extraction and lorry 
transport are calculated n i t h  the help of functions which gixe the 
time requirement and the cost per unit ~ o l u i n e  merchantable timbcr 
respecti~ely, \~ i thou t  considering either species or diameter of the 
"marked trees". From the infortnation about the time requirement for 
felling and extraction the labour requirement, expressed in man-days 
per forest cubic metre, may also be calculated. 
3.4 Results 
After the collection and process iq  of data, as described in the 
foregoing sections, a material is obtained nhich  comprises, besides 
the normal information of the forest surley, a description of the 
situation of emry sample plot and-as in papers 111-Y-gites also the 
exploitation and transport costs per unit ~ o l u i n e  timber. As a rule, the 
inaterial contains situation and cost data relevant to ~ a r i o u s  degrees 
of de~elopment of the road network and different transport methods. 
From this material, i t  is possible to describe the accessibility of the 
forest and forest land in ma1157 different ways. The descriptions given 
in papers I-B' primarily concern both the situation of forest land and 
growing stock in relation to motor road, floatway, etc., and the 
exploitation and transport costs for the potential cut and the actual 
cut according to the forest s u r ~ e y ' s  stump inventories. These de- 
scriptions are intended not only to give a general picture of the 
accessibility, but also to s e n e  as  a basis for further calculation. Ex- 
amples of description and of problems elucidated by means of the 
material, are given in  Cap. 5 .  
The material is, however, a sample, as  regards both the inventory 
information and the situation data. The reliability of the results 
presented depends therefore on the precision of the sampling methods 
(see, e.g. 3late'r.n 1947, 1960, 1961 & 1962/63). In addition, uncertainty 
of another type is present, namely that caused by differences bet~veen 
the field estimates of obserrers and that  associated with inadequacies 
in the time functions and costs, etc. 
Some analyses of the statistical precision when the material is sub- 
divided into, e.g. ownership groups and cost classes, are given in 
papers I and 11. The analyses (based on 3lute'm 1947 and uon Sege- 
haden 1964 b )  concern the estimation of the alerage groming stock 
per hectare, and of the axerage distance to a lnoLor road. The formula 
used for calculating the standard error of the estimate of the gro~ving 
stock per hectare is valid only for S~vedish stand conditions and for 
the sampling design used by the Swedish Forest Surrey. The fornlula 
for assessing the precision of the estimate of mean distance to road 
-gi\ en in Appdx B-may, howeyer, be considered more generally 
aljplicable. ILs relevance in  a given case may easily be tested by laying 
out a network of points ~ v i t h  successi\ely increasing density. 
With the assistance of that analysis of the variation of various cost 
factors which is given in section 4.3, the extent to which uncertainty 
in different data influences the total cost for felling and transport can 
be estimated. 
It might he added that a general review of the invenlory methods 
used is at present on the research programme of the department. In 
this, the design both of the sa~npling system as regards statistical 
efficiency, and of the methods of measurement as regards systematic 
errors and possibilities of checliing, is to be investigated. The recent 
experience of the department, gained in connection with analyses of 
inventory material and in control enumeration, indicates that system- 
atic errors are more serious than errors associated with the statisti- 
cal design; hence increased attention must be paid to the systematic 
errors in inventory (Anon.  1969 c). 
4. Cost Factors 
The presentation in this chapter is based primarily on the factors 
present as variables in the time functions and cost relations employed 
in these studies. If based on assumptions other than those used, e. g. 
highly rnechanised exploitation systems, and on a refined method of 
calculation, including, amongst other things, a better knowledge of 
the actual cost relationships, the analysis might lead to other con- 
clusions. 
4.1 Location and terrain factors 
As regards, in the first place, the costs for exploitation and transport 
of the timber, the location may be described by means of 
a )  geographical position, 
b )  extraction distance, 
C) terrain conditions, 
d)  transport distance, 
e)  distance to settlement. 
The geographical position may, in consequence of climatic differ- 
ences, influence the costs by making thefuse  of certain exploitation 
systems possible or impossible. Thus, for instance, in northern Sweden 
it is possible to intensify the permanent road network by means of 
haulage roads negotiable during winter, and thereby to decrease the 
extraction distance to a motor road ( A n d e r s o n  1960). This oppor- 
tunity, however, is not available in southern Sweden. Similarly, snow 
conditions vary with the geographical situation ( A g e r  1964 & 1967). 
Information associated with climatic conditions may be difficult to 
obtain and the effect of climate on costs difficult to quantify. This 
may be exemplified by the way in which the snow conditions are 
discussed in papers 111 och IV. 
In the functions used in these papers for the time requirement in 
felling and primary conversion, the influence of snow conditions has 
been separately treated, as mentioned above. The calculation of the 
influence of snow conditions is based on a special study of the time 
supplenlent for various snow depths, tree diameters and densities 
of cut ( d g e r  1965 b;  see 111, Fig. 11). The duration of various 
snow depths at different altitudes is obtained by point sampling on 
maps showing the average number of days per year with a given snow 
depth ( A g e r  1964) ; these are supported by information about altitude 
(Lzzndquist 1957). By weighting with figures obtained from the Forest 
Service for the percentage distribution of exploitation throughout the 
year, average time supplements are finally calculated for various tree 
diameters (see 111, p. 63). 
No attention has been paid "as regards extraction" to different snow 
depths. The reason for this is that the occurrence of greater snow 
depth is usually compensated for by a longer period of good haulage 
conditions. 
T h e  extraction distance, which usually refers to the distance to 
motor road, floatway, or railway, influences the direct costs for the 
movement of the labour force and of timber, and the indirect exploi- 
tation costs. In papers 111-P, in which the extraction of timber is 
assunled to be by means of one-man tractors equipped with a grapple 
loader, the direct transport costs are altered by 1-2 Skrlmsf 1 for a 
change of 1 km in the extraction distance. 
Our knowledge of the dependence of the indirect costs on the 
extraction distance is still very incomplete. The same applies to the 
problem of setting a value on the more intensive forestry made 
possible by a dense permanent road network in relation to a sparser 
one (see section 5.4). 
T h e  terrain conditions affect, in the first place, the cost for the 
extraction of timber, and also-although to a lesser extent-the felling 
For units of measurement, see p. 3 .  
cost. In papers 111-a' the "degree of terrain difficulty" for the case 
of extraction by tractor has been estimated, commune by commune, 
by experienced obser~ers .  The estimates were d i ~ i d e d  into nine classes, 
of which the two extremes have i n  no case been used. The difference 
in the haulage cost between the best and the worst class (of those used 
in the estimate) is 1.6 Skr/msf. Where terrain types other than those 
obtaining in  Sweden are concerned, or where exploitation methods 
more sophisticated than  manual felling and primary conversion com- 
bined with tractor extraction are used, the terrain conditions probably 
ha l e  a greater effect on the exploitation costs than that given above, 
Terrain classification in  connection with forest inventory has been 
carried out in  Norvay since the middle 1950s, to a system worked out 
by Samset ,  in which the description is largely based on the use of 
given exploitation methods ( S a m s e t  1957). The system has been 
further developed and has, for inslance, been adapted to conditions 
obtaining in  Greece ( S a m s e t  1967). In recent years schemes for de- 
scribing terrain have been developed which are more directly de- 
scriptive ( u o n  Segebadeiz, Strpnznes, W i n e r  1967; A n o n .  1969 f )  and 
which may therefore in some cases be more suitable than a system tied 
to given exploilation methods. As an  example of the construction of 
such a scheme, the "major headings" from the proposal for an  
international classification system presented to IUFRO, Section 32,, 
are given below ( u o n  Segebaden et ul. 1967) : 
A. General description of the  whole 
1. Geographical loc a t ' ion 
2. Climatic characteris tics 
3. Geon~orphological cliaracteristics 
B. Detailed description of the  component  parts 
1. Slope 
2. Ground roughness 
3. Surface and subsurface (mith special reference to bearing ca- 
pacity and thrust)  
4. Susceptibility to erosion 
5 ,  Accessibility 
A factor such as "susceptibility to erosion" can affect the costs in 
that, for instance, thinning alone may be carried out  in some areas. In 
' t h i s  way the cost for the protection function may also be estimated. 
This is certainly no problem in Sweden, but may bc of considerable 
importance in some countries. 
As regards systems for soil classification in connection with forest 
survey, see, amongst others, L d g  (1955), and Troedsson (Anon. 1969 b, 
pp. RIA 1-8; Troedsson 1967). 
The transport of timber by motor road, railway or floatway to 
industry, rafting site, export harbour, etc., is a cost factor which is 
of considerable weight as regards economic accessibility. In northern 
Sweden, where by far the greater part of the forest industries are 
situated on the coast, the transport distance may vary from a few kilo- 
metres to 400 km, which for lorry transport gives a cost difference of 
ea 30 SlirImsf (papers I11 and V). The direct variable transport cost for 
lorry transport is 0.06-0.07 SkrIm3f and kin for distances of over 
50 kin, and increases to ca 0.10 SlirImY and km for shorter distances. 
The corresponding cost for rail transport is ca 0.04 Skr/in3f and km. 
For floating, the direct variable transport cost varies between rivers 
and between different stretches of the same river, but is as a rough 
average ca 0.03 Skr/m3f and km. 
What goes for transport in northern Sweden for delivery to the coast 
may also be said to hold for delivery to industry in southern Sweden, 
with the difference that floating scarcely occurs in practice in southern 
Sweden. 
In certain contexts it is desirable to differentiate the transport cost, 
for lorry transport, for instance, by assortment and road standard. 
This may be especially relevant for investigations closely associated 
with forestry enterprises. 
Distance to settlement has been used in papers I-V as an expression 
for location relative to the dwellings of the labour force. The defi- 
nition of the concept "settlement" (Swedish "bygd") is taken from the 
forestry wage agreement valid up to 1965, as being, besides built-up 
areas, villages and communities possessing regular communications, 
shops, post and telephone. The cost for the commuting of the labour 
force between dwelling and work-place in the forest has been added 
to the felling cost and the manual part of the extraction cost in the 
form of a percentage supplement, the magnitude of which is obtained 
from the wage agreement mentioned above (see 111, p. 102). In the 
supplement is included also remuneration for the worker's walking 
froin the motor road to his work-place. The supplement is, for instance, 
nine per cent for an off-road walking distance of 1-2 km and a 
motor road distance of 12-16 km to a settlement. The supplement 
changes by two or three percentage units per kilometre for changes 
in the walking distance and by 0.5-0.9 percentage units per kiloinetre 
for changes in the motor road distance. For a felling cost of 10-20 
Slir/m3f, a supplement of nine per cent means in absolute terms 0.9- 
1.8 Slirlm3ff. The corresponding supplement to the manual part  of the 
tractor extraction costs for a distance of 1-2 ltm is 0.3 Slir/in3f. 
4.2 Stand and tree factors 
The stand and tree characteristics which normally have the greatest 
influence on the exploitation costs are as follows: 
a) density of cut, 
b )  tree species, 
c)  tree dimensions, 
d )  branchiness. 
Densi ty  of cut is included in papers 11-V as a cost-determining 
variable in  the calculation of both the felling and the extraction costs. 
In projecl I1 a field determination was made of the density. The in- 
formation about this is obtained in  papers 111-T' from a simul- 
taneously performed calculation of the potential cut, in which the out- 
turn  per hectare is varied according to the stand's cutting class and 
stocking density, on the basis of a "trial marking" in the field (Ni lsson 
1967; see also d n o n .  1969 b, Appdx 5 ) .  
The range of variation for the influence of density of cut on the 
felling cost is ca 1 Slir/m3f for small trees, D.B.H. 10--13 c n ~ ,  but 
decreases mill1 increasing diameter to ca 0.1 Sltr/in3f for large trees, 
D.B.H. over 40 cm. 
For extraction, the density of cut is independent of the tree diameter 
and has a range of variation of 1.6 Skr/mJf. 
Tree  species may, in  addition to the effect of differences between 
different species in  tree dimensions and hranchiness, also influence 
the costs by other specific characteristics. For instance, birch cannot 
be loose floated. It  must therefore be transported on land, which mar ,  
in areas where coniferous timber is floated, increase both the direct 
and the indirect costs. 
Tree  dimensions  have, as  a result of the relationship b e t ~ ~ e e n  the 
diameter and the volume of the tree, a large influence on the felling 
cost, with a sharply increasing unit cost for smaller trees. Since both 
the felling and the primary conversion of the tree is by motorsaw, as  i s  
assumed in papers 111-V, the felling cost per unit volume merchant- 
able tiinher is approximately twice as  great for a tree in the class 10- 
13 cin D.B.H. than for one in the class 20-25 cin D.B.H.; this implies 
a cost difference which for different areas and species varies between 
ca 6 and 14 Skr/m3f (cf. 111, Tab. B . l ) .  The influence of diameter 
decreases, home~er ,  for larger trees. Thus, for example, the correspond- 
ing cost difference betneen the sniall tree and that in the class 30-35 
c m  D.B.H. is 8 and 1s  Slwlm", respecti~ely. 
The tree dimensions, howe~er., have no effect on thc extraction 
cost, since Liinber is considered to be assembled after felling in stacks 
of a size suitable for loading (ca 0.3 m3f per stack). Xo allowance 
is made in the calculations for the possibility that this may perhaps 
not be expected to be carried out according to instructions if the logs 
are ~ e r y  large or heavy. 
The large xariation in  tree 1-olurne for trees of the same diameter 
should be noted. Thus, in the processing of the forest surley's sample 
tree material, differences of the order of 35 per cent or more in aver- 
age tree volume within the same species have been demonstrated 
between different geographical areas and x~i th in  a particular diameter 
and cutling class group. The differences seem to be caused primarily 
by dissimilarities in  site conditions, tree age and tree class. 
In papery I11 och IV, consideration is given to these volume differ- 
ences by differentiating the tree volume in various diameter classes 
not only by regions and for three cutting class groups (as is done in 
the normal processing of the material), but also for three altitude 
classes in e ~ e r y  region. For southern S~veden in paper V, there is a 
corresponding differentiation into three site quality classes. The aver- 
age tree volume for trees of the same diameter in an outer class 
d e ~ i a t e s  in some cases by k 13-20 per cent from the average for the 
central class (cf. the example in Fig. 3, where, however, the deviations 
are  considerably smaller). It  is probable that a satisfactory differ- 
entiation of tree ~ o l u m e  could also be obtained with the help of the 
sile quality class and tree age (drman $ Jakobsons 1967). This 
problem is at  present on the department's research programme (Anon. 
1969 c ) .  
The differences in tree volume affect the felling cost almost directly. 
Thus for a unit cost of 10-15 Skr/msf, the cost is increased by 1-1.5 
Slir/m~f if the tree volume decreases by ten per cent. 
The branchiness of the trees is described in papers 111-V both by 
the de-branched merchantable length per tree and by the "difficulty 
of de-branching9'. The latter is to express the coarseness and toughness 
of the branches, as  well as  their frequency on the de-branched part 
of the crown. 
The de-branched merchantable length has been obtained by a theo- 
retical break-do~xn of the sample trees into assortnlents and from a 
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Fig. 3. Example of mean trees for various altitude classes; pine 20-25 crn D.B.H. 
corresponding grouping of the material into three classes of altitude 
and site quality (the latter in southern Sweden only, in paper V) ,  as 
was done for tree volume. 
The difficulty of de-branching, in the absence of direct field obser- 
vations at the time of the projects, has been differentiated, with the 
aid of the relative height, for a type tree in the various altitude 
classes. Earlier investigations demonstrated a strong relationship be- 
tween the difficulty of de-branching and the length and form of the 
tree (~Vlattsson Miirn 1920; Almquis t  1945; Samse t  1950; see also 
Samse t ,  StrGmnes, T'ik 1969). Special measurements of branchiness 
were made in stands at the final felling stage by the forest survey in 
1966 (Bredberg & Herlitz sine a n n o ) .  Supporting studies haye subse- 
q ~ ~ e n t l y  been made to elucidate the practical applicability of the results 
of these measurements. It has not been possible, howeyer, to consider 
the results of these studies1 in any of the papers discussed. 
The range of deviation for the influence on the felling cost of the 
de-branched length and the difficulty of de-branching is for each 
factor fully 6 Sltrlm" for trees in the class 10-15 cm and ca 2 
Skr/m3f in the class 30-35 ctn D.B.H. 
To be published by Royal College of Forestry, Dept. of Operational Efficiency. 
4.3 Factor analysis 
With the intention of showing the relatile weight of sarious cost 
factors, a factor analysis is given here for two cases haying large 
differences as  regards the factors. As was mentioned above, it may be 
shown with the help of the analysis how uncertainty in the estimation 
of the factors m a r  influence the final results. 
The one case concerns the exploitation of spruce in Lhe classes 10- 
15 and 30-35 cm D.B.H. respectirely, by light thinning in  the "lapp- 
mark" of Sorrbotten (area S b  1 & 2, Appdx C) ,  and the other concerns 
the final felling of a well-stocked pine stand in Halsingland. The 
analysis is based on the assumption belom, which for most of the 
factors illustrates the arerage relationships in each area (cf. IV, Tab. 
B.2, R.7 & B.8): 
Factor "Lnppmark" of Xorrboften Hulsinglnnd 
Species . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Spruce Pine 
Tree diameter, B.H., cm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12.5 and 32.2 12.5 and 32.2 
Density of cut, m3s1i!ha.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  28 200 
Altitude class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  hliddle Middle 
Transport method1.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 3 
Extraction distance, km.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.4 0.9 
Terrain class. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.3 2.1 
Distance to  settlement, knl .  . . . . . . . . . . .  28 14 
Lorry transport distance to floatway, lim 24 - 
Floating cost, Slir/m3f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8.1 - 
Lorry transport distance to  coast, k m . .  . (192) TO 
1 Transport methods: (1) extraction to floatway and floating; (2) extraction to  motor 
road, lorry transport t o  floatway and floating; (3) extraction t o  motor road and lorry 
transport t o  coast. 
The costs are calculated according to the principles detailed in 
paper 111. The initial cost situation for the analysis is shown in Tab. 
1 and Fi9 4. 
Tab. 1. Initial cost composition for the type-cases of the factor analysis. 
Units of measurement: Slir/m3f and per cent 
"Lappmark" of Xorrbotten Halsingland 
Element Spruce, D.B.H. cm Pine, D.B.H. cm 
10-15 30-35 10-1 5 30-35 
Felling and primary conversion 32.6 (56) 11.5 (31) 1G.5 (48) 5.1 (22) 
Extraction 10.G (18) 10.6 (28) 6.8 (20) 6.8 (30) 
Lorry transport 6.9 6.9 10.8 (32) 10.8 (48) 
Noatine 8.1 (26) 8.1 (41) - - 
Total 
70 





Fig. 4. Initial cost composition for the typc-cases of the factor analysis. 
Thc figures in the columns give the percentage distribution of costs for the  various 
trees. 
From ilie table and the figure can bc seen 11o1\- large a proportion 
of the total cost for the small trees is made up by the felling cost 
(50- 60 per cent), while transport is thc dominant cost item for the 
larger trees (40-30 per cent).  The difference in felling cost between 
the trees of different dimensions is also pronounced. For each tree 
spccies the small trees are approximately three times more expensive 
in felling and primary conversion than the large, which gives a differ- 
ence of 50-60 per cent in the total cost. 
The factor analysis is performed in such a way that  one factor is 
changed a t  a time by t 20 per cent in relation Lo its initial value, 
while the other factors are held constant. The cost changes thereby 
a Ion caused are expressed as a percentage of Lhe total cost for exploit t '  
and transport to the coast. 
As regards the factor tree diameter, consideration is given in  the 
analysis not only to the change in  breast-height diameter but also to 
the corresponding change in  the volume of the tree and in  the 
merchantable ~o lu ine .  The results of the analysis are shown in  Tab. 2. 
It should be noted that as  regards tree diameter and density of cut, 
an  increase in the value of the factor results in a lower unit cost 
and vice uersa,  while for other factors, an  increase in the value gives 
n higher cost. 
The results of the analysis show that  the dominant factor as  regards 
differences in  Lhe economic accessibility is tree diameter, or more 
correctly, the tree dimensions. After this come branchiness and trans- 
port. Between the two last-named tree factors there is strong co- 
variation. For increases in diameter there is, on the average, a con- 
sequent increase in  the de-branched length, which reduces the pure 
dimension effect. Thus the de-branched length for the two type trees 
of spruce in the "lappmark" of Xorrbotten changes by * 34-37 and 
t 7-9 per cent, respectively, for a t 20 per cent change in diameter, 
while the corresponding figures for pine in Halsingland are f 16-19 
and t 12-13 per cent. It is noteworthy that with the highly mech- 
anised exploitation systems at present under discussion, the in- 
fluence of tree diameter may be expected to increase, with greatly 
increasing costs for smaller Lrees as a consequence, at the same time as 
the importance of branchiness is expected to decrease (see e. g. A g e r  
1969). 
Co-variation also exists between other factors, but not, however, to 
the same marked extent as  in  the case of the tree factors. As will be 
evident from the example in Tab. 3 for the "lappmark" of Norrbotten, 
there is a posithe relationship between, on the one hand, the distance 
to the coast and on the other, the extraction distance and the lorry 
transport distance to a floatway (cf. also IV, Tab. 33.5) .  
Tab. 2. Results of the factor analysis. 
Unit of measurement: per cent of initial total  cost 
Factor 
"Lappmarl;" of Xorrbotten Halsingland 
Spruce, D.B.H. cm Pine, D.B.H. cm 





Density of cut 
Snow influence 
Extraction distance 
Distance to settlement 
Lorry transport distance 
Floating cost 
Tab. 3. Extraction distance and lorry transport distance to floatway situated at various 
distances from the coast; "lappmark" of Norrbotten. 
Lorry transport Area of forest Extraction Lorry transport 
distance to  coast, lrnl land, 0/6 distance, km distance to  
floatway, k m  
50-(100) 1 0.8 27 
100--(150) 2 7 1.0 21 
150-(200) 28 1.2 19 
200-(250) 28 1.5 24 
250-(300) 13 1.7 34 
300-(350) 3 3.5 46 
Average 100 1.4 24 
Furthermore, a relationship may, for instance, be found between 
site quality class and extraction distance. This situation is illustrated 
by the figures for the "lappmark" in Tab. 4, which gives the shortest 
distance from forest land to the nearest permanent road in Norrbotten. 
(The infornlation is from an  unpublished pilot investigation, based on 
the sample plots of the 1957 forest inr-entory.) 
Tab. 4. Extraction distance in various site quality classes; Norrbotten. 
Site quality class Yield capacity Extraction distance, kml 
m3sB/annum/ha "Lappmark" Coastal region 
T I 1  
VIII  
Average 
Straight-line distance to  nearest permanent road. 
As may be seen from the table, no corresponding clear relationship 
can be discerned for the coastal region of Norrbotten. This probably 
depends on the fact that the road nelworli is less developed from the 
forestry point of view in the coastal region than i t  is in  the interior (cf. 
also I, Tab. 5 ) .  
5. Problems Considered 
5.1 General description of accessibility 
For the purposes of describing generally the accessibility of a given 
area, e. g. Jiimtland in paper I, information for both Iocation and cost 
has heen used. 
The description of location is elucidated here mainly on the basis 
of paper I. In that paper the county of Jgmtland (2.5 million h a  of 
forest land) mas divided both into three main regions and into 32 
"small regions" (X i l s son  1961).  
For the three main regions, the distribution of forest land and grow- 
ing stocli by classes of distance to floatway and permanent road is 
shown in tabular form separately for two alternalive methods of de- 
l i ~ e r y ,  namely delivery free after sorting and delivery free at  road- 
side. All information is given for two degrees of development of the 
road networli. 
In the case of de l i~e ry  free after sorling, distributions by classes of 
distmce to floatway and to permanent road are also g i ~ c n  in the form 
of a two-way [able, for that part of a main region from which ex- 
traction to floatway and floating was found to be cheapest. For the 
remainder of the area, from wl~ ich  extraction to permanent road, 
lorry transport lo floatway and floating was found to be cheapest, 
distributions by distance to permanent road and the distance for lorry 
transport, are given in the same form. 
In the case of deli\-ery free at roadside, is shown the distribution 
by classes of distance to permanent road for various ownership groups 
and site quality classes. 
The distribution of the regions by classes of distance, both off-road 
walking distance and road distance, to a settlement is also given, in 
the form of contingency tables. 
For each of the 32 small regions, in addition to  the area of forest 
land, the growing stocli and the attainable yield capacity, is given the 
average area-weighted distance to floalway, permanent road and settle- 
ment. It  is, however, emphasised that the information for individual 
small regions is burdened with relatively large standard errors. There- 
fore the small regions must usually be formed into groups of four 
or five at  least. If, however, only the tendencies within a certain area 
are to be studied, then the individual small regions ~ ~ i t h i n  it may be 
considered. 
As an example of this type of analysis, a calculation is shown for 
\ F r e e  a f te r  sortfng 
I .F ree  on f l oa fway  
S M A L L  REGION NUMBER 
Fig. 5. Costs for type trees of pine in various small regions for delivery free after sorting, 
free on floatway and free a t  roadside; Jamtland (paper I). 
The small regions are ranked according to  the  costs for the 10 cln tree. Tbe dotted 
line represents the floating cost. See note to Tab. 5. 
the exploitation and transport costs for ccrlain "type trees" in indi- 
vidual small regions. This is also intended to illustsate how the tabular 
material presented may be uscd for calculations of operational eco- 
nomic nature. In each small region costs ve re  calculated for 10, 20, 
and 30 cm trees of pine, spruce and hardwood for the methods of 
delivery free after sorling, free on floaLway and free a t  roadside. The 
type trees are identical in all of the regions. Thus the xariation which 
occurs between different regions is not considered. 
The result of the calculations is presented both graphically (e. g. 
Fig. 5 )  and in tabular form. As an  example of the latter is shovn for 
type trees of pine in Tab. 5 ,  a compilation of the average cosls for 
various methods of delivery, as  well as the corresp3nding cost differ- 
ence between the most expensive and the least expens i~  e small region. 
In view of the fact that the difference in alerage cost between the 
10 cm tree and the 20 cm tree is 18-19 SkrIm3f, ~ ~ h i l e  the cosL 
difference between the most expensive and the least expensive region 
is at most 12 Slir/m3f, the conclusion v a s  drawn that it is more the 
Tab. 5. Costs for the small regions for various methods of delivery; Jamtland (paper I). 
Unit of measurement: Sltr/in3f 
- -- 
Aveiage cost Cost diffeience between most ex- 
pensive and least expenslr7e reglon 
Pinc Free after Free on Free a t  Free after Free on Flee a t  
soiting float\? ay ioadside sorting floatn a) roadside 
Note: The cost has been converted from ore/f3 to  Skr/m3f. 
fact that the trees are small than the accessibility (scil. location) 
that determines the high cost for smaller trees (cf. Sundberg 1934). 
A weakness of this cost calculation is that it concerns average 
conditions in the various regions, for \%hich reason the actual variation 
between good and bad conditions of accessibility is not expressed 
directly. The situation can be elucidated by means of information from 
a corresponding cost calculation for type trees, made in paper IV 
(p. 280).  In this was calculated primarily the cost for the type trees 
on each sample plot, from which an average cost was obtained for 
each inventory tract. In contrast to what was done in paper I, in paper 
IV regional differences between the type trees as  regards volume, 
degree of branchiness, etc., are taken into account (see section 4.2). 
For the small regions which in paper I have the highest and the 
lowest costs, respectirely, for delixery free after sorting (regions 2 
and H:4, according to Fig. 5)  is gixen in Tab. G the average cost 
weighted with the forest land area as  i n  papers I and IV. The corre- 
sponding cost difference, both betveen the regions, and-as in paper 
IV-between the most expensive and the least expensive inventory 
tract ("xx-ithin regions") is also given. 
Tab. 6. Costs for the most expensive and the least expensive small regions for delivery free 
after sorting; Jamtland (papers I and IV). 
Unit of measurement: Sltr/in3f 
Average cost Cost difference 
Pine Region 2 Region H:4 Bet\?een regions Within regions 
I 1  IT2 I IT I IV Reg. 2 Reg. H:4 
-- - 
Paper I. Paper IV. 
Fig. 6. Costs for type trees of pine (above) and spruce (below) for delivery free at coast,for 
lorry transport and floating; Norrbotten (paper IV). 
Yellow 10 cm tree 5 42 Skr/maf 
Green 15 N _< M and 10 cm tree > 42 Skr/maf 
Grey 20 w 5 D D 15 w > P 
Blue 30 n 5 n D 20 D > H 
Red 30 s > n 
As may be seen, the cost level is approsinlately the same in both 
papers-in spite of large dissimilarities both in the assunlptions for 
the cost calculation and in its execution. The table sho~vs  that Lhe 
cost difference within the small regions may be of the same order of 
magnitude as the difference in the average cost between the most 
expensive and the least expensive region in the entire county. 
The result of the cost calculation for type trees in paper I P  is sho\vn 
in the form of a map, on which for every inyentory tract is marked the 
cost of type trees in relation to a cost limit of 42 Skr/mV. This repre- 
sentation rnodel is exemplified in Fig. 6, which conlprises only Norr- 
botten (for other parts of Norrland, see IV, Fig. B.12).  Detailed 
tables of results, giving the total cost and the cost items for felling 
and extraction, respectively, for every type tree, are available at the 
Department of Forest Survey, where they may be used for elucidating 
particular problen~s (e. g. uon S e g ~ b a d e n  1968 and Streyf fer t  1969). 
5.2 Accessibility of potential and actual cut 
The concept of "potential cut" used in this report can be described 
as follows: "The ~ . o l u m e  stimated to be available for felling, based 
on the species, development classes, age classes and growth rates found 
in the forests and assuming a pattern of prudent and realistic loresl 
management and exploitation; at  the same time taking into account 
policies concerning the protective, recreational and other functions of 
the forest. The potential cut is estimated for a 10-20-year period, but 
the estimate should nornlally be revised after five years to take into 
account changes in  the forests or in the circumstances governing their 
management and exploitation" ( A n o n .  1969 a, Vol. 2 ) .  
The potential cut is, as a rule, a gross quantity, to be reduced in 
respect, for instance, of mood which from the econornic point of ~riew 
may be considered inaccessible because the exploitation and transport 
costs are so high that  no positive stumpage value would remain. 
Usually an  empirical reduction figure is applied (e.g. Anon.  1933, 1935, 
1948, 1956 b & 1959 b ) .  
In paper 11, which according to the terms of reference, should 
consider "the resources of wood suitable for and accessible to  exploi- 
tation for a planned hardwood pulp mill a t  Storuman", the cost 
calculation for type trees used in paper I was further developed to 
refer to the gross potential cut on every sample plot. From this the 
q~mntities may be estimated which under the assumed silvicultural 
progranlme it ~vould  be possible to exploit and transport to Storuman, 
Tab. 7. Available proportion of the potential cnt; Storurnan region (paper PI). 
Unit of measurement: per cent 
XIaximum cost limit, Slirlm3f 
Delivery 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 42 48 
Free a t  Storurnan 4 13 32 48 62 76 81 
Free a t  roadside 16 40 56 66 74 i 8  81 83 83 
or to a permanent road, at a cost which for no part of the quantity 
would exceed given cost limits. The result of the cost calculation is 
given both in tabular form, wilh a cost interval of 3 or 6 Skr/m3f, and 
in diagrams which permit of interpolation between the cost limits 
given in the tables. In Tab. 7 an  extract from the tables is given, show- 
ing the percentage proportion of the gross cut w-hicla for a given 
inaxiinun~ cost limit is economically available. The extracl refers to 
the "present road network". 
From this table i t  may, for instance, be seen that  approximately half 
the gross quantity is "available" at a cost limit of 33 Slir/m3f free at 
Storurnan and at  23 Slir/mif free a1 roadside. The average cost for 
this quantity is ca 29 and 19 Sltr/m3f, respecti~ely (after 11, pp. 58-59). 
In paper I1 directions are given for making allowance for changes 
in  certain cost assumptions. However, no mention is made of any cost 
limit which it would be reasonable to assume for the purposes of 
obtaining the available quantity of pulpwood. In the case in question, 
the l e ~ e l  of the cost limit, in relation to the value of the timber, musf 
be considered purely a matter for negotiation between buyer and 
seller. 
The accessibility of the potential cut is also considered in papers 
111-V. In these papers, however, the cost calculation is still more 
closely bound up  with the calculation of the cut than is the case in  
paper II. Papers I11 and IV were prepared in  connection ~ v i t h  regional 
limber balances, in which the credit side was to be reduced, for 
instance, in  respect of such timber as  \\-as probably non-available. 
(This timber v a s  referred to in  paper JY as a "doubtful resource".) 
The aim of the cost calculation in paper V is to compare the cost 
levels in  northern and southern Sweden (see section 5.3). 
The result of the calculations in these latter papers is sumlnarised 
by way of tables and diagrams corresponding to those of paper 11. The 
size of the non-available quantities is there given on the basis of a 
cost limit of 42 Skr mY for delivery free at coast (or free to industry 
in southern Sweden, in  paper V ) .  Concerning this cost limit the 
following remarks are made in paper IV: "There are many opinions 
on the question of what maximum cost limit shall be chosen when it 
is a matter of determining the economically inaccessible part of the 
potential cut, in  the "zero areas". Amongst other things, the stumpage 
\ d u e ,  the indirect exploitation costs and the regeneration costs must 
be considered. From some aspects the quantity immediately below the 
cost limit should be considered as a marginal quantity, for which a 
price must he set and a cost calculated appropriately. Because of the 
~ a r y i n g  conditions which obtain regarding such costs and the timber 
~ a l u e ,  no generally applicable cost limit exists. The cost limit must 
therefore be calculated from case to case. If, however, it is only a 
matter of determining the order of magnitude of what from the 
econon~ic point of ~ i e w ,  must be regarded as the doubtful cut, i t  should 
be possible to do this from a single-suitably selected-cost limit. 
\tTith the intention of elucidating the situation in 1964 in this way, 
L11e cost limit of 42 Skr'm3f is used for soft~vood. This cost limit is 
based on the following assumptions: A timber value free at coast of 
54 Slir/m3f and indirect exploitation costs and regeneration costs of 
7 and 5 Sltr/m3f, rc.spectively. " 
For the entire area investigated in paper IV, which consists of almost 
all Sorrland (and which comprises 56 per cent of the area of forest 
land and ca 40 per cent of the potential cut for the whole country), 
Lhe "doubtful" proportion of the potential cut was found, for softwood, 
to be ten per cent, for the method of deliwry most closely equivalent 
t o  that in  actual use, namely, delivery free at  coast, with both lorry 
transport and floating. In these areas, where access to softwood 
resources is expensive (18 per cent of the area "treated" during a 20- 
year period, according to the calculation of potential cut),  24 per cent 
of the potential hardwood cut is to be found (see Fig. 7) .  
Between various sub-regions, however, very large differences are 
evident as  regards the "doubtful" cnt-from 57 per cent for softwood 
in the "lappmark" of iYorrbotten above the investment limit, to one 
per cent in  Halsingland (denoted Nb 1 and Gvl 1 i n  Fig. 8) .  The 
corresponding proportion for Blvsborg i n  paper V is one per cent. 
The cost calculation for the potential cut is complemented in papers 
IV and V by an  analogous calculation for the actual cut, according 
to the stump inrentories of the National Forest Surrey. The matcrial 
is derived from ten years' inventories, namely the felling seasons 
1932'53--1~6l/GZ! (for some areas the prriod 1954'55 -1963'64). The 
costs for the actual cut are given for the output, cost and price le\el\ 
Nb 3 
Vb 2  
J t l  2 
Nb 2 
J t l  L 
J t l  3 
J t l  1 
I I 
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MAX COST L I M I T  FOR SOFTWOOD (Skr /m3f)  V A X  COST L IM IT  FOR SOFTWOOD (Sk r /m3 f )  
Fig. 7. Potential cut  clistributed by cost Fig. 8. Potcntial softwood cut distributed 
classes for delivery free a t  coast, for by cost classes for delivery free a t  
lorry transport and floating. Existing coast, for lorry transport and 
road network; Norrland (paper IV). floating. Existing road n e t ~ o r k ;  sub- 
regions in Norrland (paper IV). 
For symbols, see Appdx C. 
current in 1964 and are based on the same assunlptions as to roads, 
floatways, etc., as those for the potential cut. 
Comparisons between the two calculations show that as  rcgards 
softwood, the average cost for the potential cut and for the actual 
cut is as  nearly as possible identical in the coastal districts of Norr- 
land (Fig. 9 ) .  For hardwood in these regions the average cost of the 
actual cut is 1-2 Skr/m3f lower Lhan that for the potential cut. The 
average costs are considerably higher in the interior than in the coastal 
districts, and the average cost for the actual cut is throughout lower 
than that for the potential cut. In the areas above the investment 
limit, near the mountains, the difference reaches 2-6 Sltr, 1n3f, or 
4-12 per cent. These differences in the average cost shon7 Lihat in 
practice there has not been exploitation to the extent envisaged in  the 
calculation of potential cut. This situation is the more clearly expressed 
when the actual cut for softwood is expressed as a percentage of the 
potential n-ithin each cost class (Tab. 8 ) .  
Fig. 9. Average cost for soft~vood free a t  coast, for lorry transport and floating, 
potential cut  (above) and actual cut (below); Norrland (paper IV). 
Unit of measurement: Skr/m3f 
An attempt to calculate the cosl limit for the actual cut is made in 
paper IV. The calculation is based on the percentage figures in Tab. 8 
and on the distribution by cost classes of the actual and the potential 
cut. The follo\\ing argument is put fo rmud :  
Up to a limit of 36 Sltr/m3f the actual cut is a t  approximately the 
same level in all cost classes, on the average 87 per cent of the 
potential cut, but thereafter decreases progressively. Since there is no 
decreasing trend in ilie figures for the percentage cut in the classes up  
to and including 36 Sltr/m3ff, then in this cost interval no stands shou!d 
ha1 e been adjudged too expensive to exploit-and the frequency curye 
for the actual cut should mainly follo~v the curve for the potential 
cut. On this assumption the frequency curve for the actual cut has been 
transformed to the level of the potential cut (Fig. 1 0 ) .  
Tab. 8. Actual cut as a percentage of the potential cut by different cost classes, for softwood; 
Norrland (paper IV). 
Cost class, Slir/in3f 
-18 -21 -24 --27 -30 -33 -36 -39 -42 -45 -48 -51 -54 544- All 
Actual cut, O, 
56 70 90 83 93 89 84 71 63 41 37 31 14 11 78 
COSTS FOR S O F T W O O D  (Skr,m3f)  COSTS FOR SOFTWOOD iSkr,'rn3f) 
Fig. 10. "Doubtful" potential cut  of soft- Fig. 11. Schematic representation of the 
~ o o d ;  a comparison of the actual "actual" cost limit for sof tw~od;  
~ i t h  the potential cut; Sorrland Norrland (paper IV). 
(paper IV). 
The plus and ininus areas between the curves to the left of 36 Skrl 
111" in Fig. 10 arise because the percentage cut in the various cost 
classes oscillates about the mean, 87 per cent. 
The area betmeen the curves to the right of 36 Slir/in3f shows to 
v h a t  extent exploitation in the more expensive cost situations has been 
avoided. This area, in other words, is a measure of the practical 
assessment of the "doubtful" part of the potential cut. This arises, 
as  may be seen, not suddenly at  a given cost limit, but progressively. 
One reason for the existence within so large a cost interval of the 
"doubtful" cut, is that  state, industrial and production forestry enter- 
prises have cause to employ different cost limits ( S f r e y f f e r f  1957 & 
1965, pp. 49-58; S f r e y f f e r f  & uorr S fa lor f ie  1963, Cap. 6;  uon Heideken 
1969). There are, of course, other reasons loo. I t  is necessary only to 
think of the number of persons concerned in the decision "To fell-or 
not to fell?"-persons, moreover, having different degrees of cost- 
consciousness as  well as different degrees of optimism or pessimism 
in their assessments. 
The "actual" cost limit which corresponds with the "doubtful" cut 
is calculated in  Fig. 10 by seeking that cost at  which the volume 
exploited at  a higher cost is equal to the voluine which was not 
exploited, even at  a cost lower than the required cost-or, as  expressed 
by the synlbols in  Fig. 11--that cost x is to be sought for which area A 
is equal to area B. 
In this case the required cost x is found to be 42.5 Sltr/m3f. From a 
corresponding calculation for the cut during the last five years of the 
ten-year range of material, this cost is 41 Slir/m3f. 
Agreement, therefore, is good bctneen the co\t limit of 42 Skr/ni3f 
used for the gross cut and that calculated in this way for the actual 
cut, Nore definite conclusions may, howe~er ,  not be d r a w l  on the 
basis of this result, since it is not Itnow11 whether the stand treatment 
has in practice been identical with that assumed in the calculation- 
with which some parts of the cost calculation are bound up. Neverthe- 
less, there has so far been no indication that any large differences 
exist. 
5.3 A comparison between accessibility in northern and southern Sweden 
Comparisons haye been made in ~ a r i o u s  contexts between the eco- 
nomic conditions for forestry in the northern and southern parts of 
Sweden. This was done most recently in paper V, prepared in con- 
nection with a state conimission of enquiry into the dex-elopmental 
trends in and pre-requisites for the establishn~ent of forest industries 
in southern Sweden (Anon. 1969 d ) .  
The coinparisons in paper V are made both on the basis of the 
average extraction distance to permanent road in various counties 
and on the basis of the average cost for the potential cut. 
The information about extraction distance, obtained from the ac- 
counl of a road inventory prepared by the National Forest Survey in 
1957--1963 (uon Segebaden 1965), shows a marked decrease from 
north to south--from 2.4 km in the northernmost county to 0.2 km 
in the southernn~ost. Experience from project IV suggests that the 
difference is still greater. On the other hand, as was mentioned above, 
the permanent road network in northern Sweden is supplemented by 
winter haulage roads, which tends to even out the difference. To this 
it must be added that the average standard of the roads is higher in 
the northern than in the southern parts of the country. 
For the purpose of elucidating the cost level i n  southern Sweden, 
dlvsborg was chosen as a type area. In  this area it  appears that the 
average exploitation and transport costs for the potential cut are at 
the same level as, or somewhat lower, than those in the parts of Norr- 
land which from the cost point of view are better (see V, Tab. A . l ) .  
A summary of the comparison is given in Tab. 9, where the northern 
sub-regions are grouped into three zones. 
Tab. 9. Cost comparison between northern and southern Sweden; average exploitation and 
transport costs for the potential cut (paper V). 
Unit of measurement: Skr/m3f 
Free to  permanent road Free a t  coast/to industry 
Zone Lorry transport Lorry transport 
alone and floating 
Softwood Hardwood Softwood Hardwood Softwood Hardwood 
Sorrlund 
Interior "osnl 27 33 49 56 42 56 
Interior " n ~ " ~  23 27 41 4 7 3 5 47 
Coastal3 19 24 3 0 35 29 35 
S. Slueden 16 2 1 2 7 3 1 - - 
Sub-region Nb 1, Vb 1, J t l  1 5: 3.  
Nb 2, Vb 2, J t l  2 & 4. 
xb 3, Vb 3, Vnr & Gvl 1. 
For dlvsborg the lorry transport distance to industry was no1 
measured in connection with the classification of the inventory tracts, 
but the cost was calculated on the basis of an estimated average 
distance of 70 lim. In this part of the country, howeyer, much of the 
potential cut may be deliyered as saw timber to local saw mills, for 
which reason the average distance chosen may be too great. A re- 
duction of this from 70 to e. g. 50 linl would decrease the cost free to 
industry by ca 1.5 Skr/m3f. 
The importance of the differences in cost levels between northern 
and southern Sweden is illustrated in paper V by a worked example, 
in which the costs for timber from the interior of Norrland are 
placed in relation to the costs for timber brought from southern 
Sweden. On various occasions the idea has been put forward that the 
present surplus of timber in southern Sweden should be transported 
by rail to the forest industries in northern Sweden, \\-here the timber 
supply situation is harder pressed, and that the most expensive timber 
in the interior should not be exploited. 
The average exploitation cost for softwood from the areas above the 
investment limit in the interior of Norrland has been calculated (free 
at coast) as  42 Skr/m3f for lorry transport and floating and as 49 
Skr/m3f for lorry transport alone (see Tab. 9 ) .  In southern Sweden 
the cost free to permanent road is given as 16 Slir/m3f. To the cost 
free at roadside should be added the forwarding cost to a railway and 
the terminal costs for rail transport, which are considered to be 6.80 
and 1.50 Slir/m3f, respectively. The various cost items are sum~narised 
in the scheme below. 
Norrland. Exploitation and transport cost free at  coast 
for limber from the areas above the investment limit, 
for lorry transport and floating and lorry transport 
alone 
S.  Sweden. Exploitation cost free to permanent road 
Forwarding to railway, 30 kin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Terminal costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Total 
Balance for rail transport . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
42 and 49 
Total 42 49 
The sofl~vood from southern Sweden could bear, therefore, as  is 
evident from the above scheme, a direct variable rail-transport cost 
of ca 18 or 25 Sltr/m3f, respectively, before the total cost became q u a 1  
lo that for the timber from the interior of Xorrland. This corresponds 
to a transport distance of 420 or 590 l i n ~  at  the freight charge of 0.042 
Slir/in3f and km (0.045 Slir/tonliin) considered to apply to rail trans- 
port. 
5.4 Accessibility and the extension of the road network 
The expansion of forest roads is an  important itern in the ration- 
disation programme for forestry. There was great interest in this in 
Sweden during the 1950s and the first half of the 1960s. Road problems 
were investigated by stale cominissions ( A n o n .  1956 a, 1958 b & 1963 
c), road and transport conditioims were surveyed (Frede'n 1957; Anon.  
1960 b & 1965 a ;  Kritz 1960; uon Segebaden 1965) and norms were 
drawn up for various road types ( A n o n .  1968 b).  Problems concerning 
the optimal road density, the co-ordination of transport and associated 
problems were studied a t  both research and other departments ( S u n d -  
berg 1952153; Larsson 1956; Andersson 1960; Anon.  1961 & 1963 a ;  
Larsson & Rydstern 1961; Hultin 1964; von Segebaden 1964 b ) .  Region- 
al plans were prepared for the road network ( A n o n .  1963 c, Cap. 6)  
and road building was intensified. During the period 1960-1967, 
between 3,300 and 4,000 Iim of permanent forest roads were completed 
annually ( A n o n .  1969 e) .  
Since the collection of operational data by the National Forest 
Survey through the road inventory had shown itself satisfactory, it 
Tab. 10. Average extraction distance to permanent road for two degrees of extension of 
the road network; Jarntland (paper I). 
Unit of measurement: Irm 
Growing stock 
Region1 Network Forest land Softwood Softwood Hardwood 
2 2 5  cm 
D.B.15. 
A Existing 3.9 3.7 4.1 4.8 
Planned 2.9 2 .8  3.3 3.6 
B Existing 2.0 1.9 1.8 2.2 
Planned 1.5 1.3 1.5 1.6 
C Existing 2.2 2.0 2.2 2.5 
Planned 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.9 
A-C Existing 2.6 2.4 2.7 3.2 
Planned 1.9 1.9 2.1 2.4 
A=sub-region Jt l  1 and a western zone of J t l  2; B=remainder of J t l  2; C=J t l  3 & 4. 
seemed appropriate also to t ry to collect information for assessing the 
benefit to  be obtained from the suggested road building sc l~en~es .  On 
the basis of the i~nprooement of accessibility resulting from the roads, 
the advantage accruing from the planned construction might be de- 
termined. This was also the motive underlying project I. 
Situation data are given in  paper I both for the existing netnork of 
ca 9,000 ltm of arterial forest roads, and for the proposed extension of 
this by 2,100 kin over a period of ten years. With the study area 
Jamtland divided into three main regions, the distribution of the area 
of forest land and of the growing stock by classes of distance to a 
permanent road is shown for the two road networlts. A summary of 
this is given in Tab. 10. 
As may be seen from the table, the average distance to a permanent 
road is reduced as a result of the planned extension bx ca 1 k m  in  
area A, consisting of "mountain communes", while the decrease in 
areas B and C is approximately half as  great. The prominent difference 
in situation for conifer forest, large-dimension conifer forest and 
hardwood forest, respectively, should be noted. 
The situation relative to a permanent road is also given in  paper 
I for the 32 small regions. In the most expens i~e  small region, for 
delivery free after sorting (region 2-see section 5.1) the average 
distance to permanent road is thus 3.1 k m  for the existing road net- 
work and 1.9 ltm for the proposed network. The corresponding figures 
for the least expensive region (region H:4) are 1.5 and 1.2 km, re- 
spectively. 
In section 5.1 above, the calculation of the exploitation and transport 
costs for certain type trees, carried out in the ~ a r i o u s  sinall regions, 
was discussed. After the amalgamation of the small regions into 
groups of t x o  or three, a corresponding calculation was made, for the 
two allernative road networks, for the area affected by the extension of 
the road networli. For the entire county, S22,000 h a  of a total of 
2,491,000 ha, i. e. 33 per cent, are affected by the extension. 
On the basis of both the decrease in  cost for the type trees, which 
arises from the extension of the road network, and the calculated 
annual cut for the various small regional groups (after Silsson 1961), 
the total cost decrease is estimated as ca three million Slir annually, 
for the delivery method free at  roadside and as ca one million Skr 
annually, for the method free after sorting (see I, Tab. 19). On the 
assumption that this annual cost decrease remains unchanged in 
future, its capital value, the advantage, is ca 76 or 26 million Slir at  
4 per cent interest. For a road construction cost of 30 Skr per metre, 
this mould pay for the building of either 2,500 or 850 k n ~  of road. As 
mas mentioned above, the proposed extension is 2,100 km. In paper I 
i t  is stated that the calculated advantage is, however, less than the 
actual, depending primarily on the fact that no consideration is given 
in  the calculation either to the further extension of the road network 
with simpler types of road which is made possible by the planned 
network, or to the increased "general benefit" from the extension. 
In papers 11-ITT also, the accessibility for various degrees of ex- 
tension of the permanent road network is described. The decrease 
brought about in the average extraction distance by the road extension 
is in these papers of the same order of magnitude as that  in paper I 
(see Tab. 10) .  The effect of the road extension on diminishing the 
cost l e ~ e l  is, however, relatively small. For instance, in Norrbotten i t  
is on the average 1 Skr/msf for the potential cut, for the delivery 
method free at  roadside, and less than 0.5 Skr/maf for delivery free a t  
coast (see 111, pp. 76-80). In the same way, the extension has a 
rather slight influence on the distribution of the potential cut into 
cost classes and on the "available" and "doubtful" proportions of this. 
In Norrbotten the proportion of "doubtful" softwood for the delivery 
method free a t  coast, with lorry transport and floating, is 20 per cent 
for the existing road network and 19 per cent for the planned network 
(see 111, Tab. 36) .  For all Norrland in  paper IV, the corresponding 
figures are 10 and 9 per cent, respectively. 
The fact that  the differences between the existing and the planned 
road network are so small as  regards costs may be explained by that 
the planned extension often means that winter haulage roads are re- 
placed by permanent roads. The alignment of both types of road is 
thus  largely identical, and the extraction distance is only inconsiderably 
affected. This situation is illustrated by, for instance, the fact that in 
Norrbotten the average distance to an  existing permanent road is 3.3 
ltm and to a planned road 2.7 ltm, ~vllile the average distance to a 
transport route (i. e. floatway, winter haulage road or permanent road) 
i s  1.3 or 1.2 l t n~ ,  respectively (cf. IV, Tab. B.4 and B.9). 
The extension of the permanent road network carries with it, how- 
a ion ever, ad\-antages other than the decrease in the direct exploit t '  
a ion and transport costs. Thus the possibilities for carrying out exploit t '  
also during the snow-free period, and for mechanising both this and 
silvicultural work, are increased. Furthermore, the possibilities for the 
continuous delivery of timber to industry are improved. To this must 
be added advantages such as decreased commuting costs1, improved 
supervision and increased fire protection, as well as a n  increase in  
the value of the forest for multiple-use. Otherwise expressed, the ex- 
tension of the road network will permit a inore intensive management 
of the forests (see e.g. Anon. 1965 b, pp. 110-137 and Samset 1967). 
These advantages of "other type" are difficult to quantify, but their 
value is often considered greatly to exceed the effect of road extension 
on decreasing the direct exploitation and transport costs (Streyfferi 
1965, pp. 178-179). 
5.5 Optimalisation of the transport costs 
Forestry is characterised by having its raw material production 
widely dispersed. The raw material produced, the timber, must be 
transported to industry for processing, and the cost for this transport 
depends, amongst other things, on the size and location of the industrial 
units. This situation, in which there is an  increase in  the transport 
cost for timber when the requirement for timber increases, is es- 
pecially notable in  the pulp industry, where development is proceeding 
rapidly towards a few very large units and where the expansion of the 
individual units involves ever larger increases in production. The 
advantages of economies of scale on the processing side are counter- 
balanced, to some extent, by increasing acquisition costs for the timber. 
The developmental trends in, and pre-requisites for the localisation 
- 
1 In addition t o  that expressed by a decrease in t he  travel allowance for commuting as- 
sociated with exploitation. 
of forest industries in scuthern Sweden have recently been studied b y  
a state commission (Anon. 1969 d ) .  In this study a n  attempt v a s  made 
to elucidate 11o.i~ the transport costs are affected by the re-structuring 
of the pulp and board industry in southern Sweden which is assumed 
to take place during the period 1970-1980. The analysis, which is 
discussed in paper V, is based upon an optiinalisation of the transport 
costs, whereby pulpwood is supplied to the various industrial units 
according to their requirements and is so distributed that the total 
transport cost is minirnised. 
In the analysis the available quantity of pulpmood is calculated a s  
being the difference between the potential cut and the expected utili- 
sation of assortments other than pulpvood. This calculation is made 
for individual counties. In the counties, the pulpwood resources are 
then d i ~ i d e d  into "small regions", 263 in  all, in proportion to their 
forest land area and attainable yield capacity (according to Silsson 
1961), and then within each small region into 3--4 "sources" with 
equally large quantities i n  each source. The number of sources is 
896 in  all. 
The location of the sources is referred to the central point of certain 
of the forest survey's inventory tracts, mutually spaced at  ca 12 lim 
intervals (see section 3.2). The location of these is described by co- 
ordinates, as is also that  of the industrial units, the "destinations". 
From the co-ordinates is computed the straight-line distance from 
each source to each destination. In addition, for ca 80 of these sources, 
the distance by motor road is measured to 12 different destinations 
scattered throughout the area investigated. The ratio between the road 
distance and the straight-line distnncc is used in the form of an  
allowance for winding, to transform the closest situated s u n  ey tracts' 
straight-line distance to a given destination into a road distance. 
As regards the location and pulpwood requirements of the various 
industrial units, the analysis is based on the information given by the 
various companies for the year 1970, and on the commission's o-vvn 
assessment for the year 1980. The transport of timber from source to 
destination is assumed to be by lorry. The cost level has been adj~isted 
to that  for southern Sweden in 1968 (see V, p. 106). 
For technical reasons of computation it is necessary in  this care 
lo limit the number of destinations in the optimalisation prograiimle 
to at  most 19, for which reason two or more adjacent industrial units 
must be considered as a single destination. This generalisation should, 
ho\ve\er, affect the result inconsiderably. (For the optimalisation 
programme, see 'Inon. sine anno.) 
Tab. 11. Ntuder of production units, theoretical capacity and equivalent roundwood re- 
quirement of the industrial groups: S. Sweden (paper v). 
Industry Year No. units2 Capacity, Pulpxood rcquire~nent ,~  
group1 million tons million m3f 
Softwood Hardwood To ta l  
Total 1970 49 3.1 7.5 1.5 9.0 
1980 28 4.2 8.9 3.1 12.0 
The symbols refer t o  uni 
and south-east (SO) parts of 
See also Appdx C. 
t s  in t he  north-west (NV), north-east ( S O ) ,  south-wesl (SV) 
the  study area and t o  the  units around the  Gota River (GA). 
A "unit" may comprise several lines of production or several adjacent factories be- 
longing to  t he  same company. 
Excepting saw mill chips, in total  2.7 million in3f in 1970 and 3.5 million in 1980. 
From the calculation, information is obtained for every destination 
about the quantity received and the transport cost from various 
sources, according to the required optimal solution. On the basis of 
this  information the "optimal supply area" may be located. However, 
for confidential reasons, the various industrial units or destinations 
a ion, cannot be s l ~ o m ~ ~  individually, hence, as  regards geographical loc t '  
they are grouped into five groups of industries. The number of unils, 
the production capacity and the pulpwood requirements are given for 
the various groups in  Tab. 11. 
An example of the description of the optimal supply areas is out- 
lined in Fig. 12, which refers to conifer pulpwood. (For hardwood 
pulpwood, see V, Fig. A.3.) On the figure, some areas are distinguished 
as "surplus areas". This may, however, not be construed as meaning 
that the pulpwood i n  these areas lacks a market. JVhere the tirnber 
supply to industry is concerned, consideration must also be given to 
factors other than transport economics, and several of these tend to 
cause the supply areas to have a greater extent and a lower cut per 
unit area than is optimal from the point of view of transport eco- 
nomics alone. The concepts "optimal supply area" and "surplus area" 
are used here only to illustrate the position of the raw material as  a 
localisation factor in the expansion of the pulp and board industry. 
Fig. 12. Optimal supply areas for conifer pulpwood in the years 19i0  and 1980; S. Sveden 
(paper V). - Dotted areas mark "surplus areas". 
The mininiised total transport cost is 91 million Slir for 1970 and 
135 n~illion Slir for 1980. Of this, 78 and 101 million Slir, respectively, 
are for conifer pulpwood. 
The average transport cost for pulpwood will increase from 10.1 
Skr/m3f in 1970 to 11.2 Skr/m3f in 1980. The corresponding average 
costs for the various industrial groups are shown in Fig. 13 and Tab. 
12, which also shows coniferous and hardwood pulpwood separately. 
In Fig. 13, in  which the average cost i s  set against the timber 
requirement, the well known fact, namely that an  increased raw 
material requirement, which must be satisfied from more distant 
resources, also results in  a higher transport cost, is evident (cf. 
Lindberg 1951). The industries on the Gota River (GA) stand on too 
high a cost level relative to the other industrial groups, which is 
explained by the fact that  this group's raw material requirement is 
limited to softwood. 
REQUIREMENT (mi l l ion  m3f)  
Fig. 13. Average transport cost for pulpwood in the  industrial groups; S. Sweden (paper V). 
The size of the increase in the transport cost for an increased raw 
material requirement depends not only on the wood resources per 
unit area, but also on the form of the supply area in respect of the 
geographical location and the neighbouring industries' supply areas. 
As an example of this, it may be mentioned that for three desti- 
nations, each of which has in  1980 a requirement for conifer pulpwood 
of ca 1.5 million m3f, the average transport cost varies between 10 
and 15 Skr/m3f. 
More illustrative of the cost situation of the various industrial 
groups than the average cost for the total quantities, is the average 
Tab. 12. Average transport cost for pulpwood in the industrial groups; S. Sweden (paper V). 
Unit of measurement: Sly/in3f 
Industry group Year Softwood Hardwood Softwood + 
hardwood 
NV 1970 12.2 8.9 11.8 
1980 13.3 11.0 12.8 
S O  1970 9.1 7.6 9.0 
1980 9.9 8.4 9.7 
G A 1970 8.8 - 8.8 
1980 7.2l - 7.2 
SV 1970 6.4 5.6 6.3 
1980 8.2 9.1 8.4 
SO 1970 9.8 8.5 9.3 
1980 11.7 11.6 11.6 
Total 1970 10.4 8.4 10.1 
1980 11.4 10.8 11.2 
h lower pulpwood requirement in 1980 than in 1970, e.g, in consequence of the increased 
use of saw mill chips. 
Tab. 13. Average transport cost for the "increased requirement" of pulpwood between 1970 
and 1980 in the industrial groups; S. Sweden (paper V). 
Unit of measurement: Skr/m3f 
Industry group Softwood Hardwood Softwood + hardwood 
Total 16.4 13.0 14.6 
See note to  Tab. 12. 
cost for only the change in requirements between 1970 and 1980. This 
information is presented in Tab. 13. As may be seen from the table, 
there are notable differences between the industrial groups in the cost 
of transport for this additional quantitj. For conifer pulpwood, the 
average cost is remarkably high in the north-western (KV) and south- 
eastern (SO) groups, namely 24.1 and 18.5 Slir/m3f, respectively. For 
hardwood pulpwood, too, the cost level is high in these regions, being 
12.8 and 15.0 Slir/m3f, respectively. 
If the optimalisation were based on a lower potential cut than that 
assumed and if the requirements for assortments other than pulpwood 
remained unchanged, the supply areas shown in Fig. 12 would increase 
and the surplus areas decrease. At the same time, of course, the trans- 
port cost would increase. The reverse situation would obtain i f  a 
higher cutting alternative were chosen. New surplus areas would then 
also arise. 
The same effect would be obtained if for unchanged potential re- 
sources the requirement for assortments other than pulpwood, prima- 
rily saw timber, were generally, or in some counties, higher or lower 
than that assumed. 
Conifer and hardwood pulpwood have been separately treated in 
the calculation. However, no difference is made between pulpwood 
of pine and spruce, since these species are to a large extent mutually 
interchangable in pulp and board manufacture. In cases in which an 
industry is based on spruce pulpwood alone, such as in the manufac- 
ture of mechanical pulp, the supply area must become larger and the 
transport cost higher than that given in the optimalisation. Possibly a 
cost decrease might also be obtained if the pine pulpwood in that 
supply area were stzitably situated, from the point of view of trans- 
port, for an industry using pine wood. 
The transport cost optimalisation is based on the assumption that 
all transport of pulpwood is by lorry. In reality, some is at  present 
floated and some carried by rail in the area investigated. Floating, 
hom-ever, is constantly decreasing in importance, while in contrast, the 
transport of pnlpwood by rail has increased in extent in recent years, 
and there is reason to believe that  this development will continue. 
In principle, there is no difficulty in performing a calculation for 
other methods of transport. Thus the original intention was to perform 
in project T' also a calculation for lorry and rail transport combined. 
The optimalisation for each source would then bc based on that Irans- 
port method-lorry alone or lorry and rail or rail alone-m-hich gave 
the lowest cost to the various destinations. Subsequently, howr~-er ,  
the calculalion for lorry transport alone was considered adequate for 
the purposes of the study. As was mentioned above, it should be 
noted that rail transport cannot be treated in the same general form 
as lorry transport. Amongst other things, consideration must be given 
to the feasibility of the ~ a r i o u s  factories' receiving wood transported 
by rail. 
6. Concluding Remarks 
A classification of the accessibility of the forest and forest land 
according to the method discussed here seems to be a valuable addition 
to the material normally collected in field inventories. In this way 
good opportunities may be obtained of elucidating more precisely 
problems concerning the localisation and accessibility of the limber re- 
sources in  respect of the technical problems of exploitation and various 
transport and delivery forms. In a particular case it may be desirable to 
collect data other than that collected here. Especially in  the inventories 
carried out in  close association with forestry enterprises, advantage 
should be taken of these opportunities. 
In this account several examples of operational economic calcu- 
lations concerning the accessibility are given. It should be emphasised 
that the value of such calculations may be relatively short-lerm as a 
result of the development of exploitation and transport methods. To 
this must be added the changes which may be caused by impro~ernents  
to the methods of calculation. The calculations should therefore be 
made using alternative assumptions and renewed not too infrequently. 
Behind all papers based on the material collected by the Sational 
Forest Survey lie the efforts of a large number of persons who have 
heen engaged in the colleciion, checliing and processing of the field 
niaterial. In the present case, officials of the variou\ forestry authori- 
ties, con~panies and organisations have co-operated in the projects dis- 
cussed here. Thus it has been possible to base, to a large extent, this 
work on factual conditions. I should lilie to express, on behalf of the 
Department and personally, grateful thanhs for the aqsistance given 
in  so many ways. 
I am especially indebted to those of illy colleagues and collaborators 
at  the Royal College of Forestry who have initialed, stimulated and 
otherwise helped me in  my work. 111 particular must be mentioned 
Professor e'lf Sundherg and Professor Sdls-Erik Si lsson,  UThen the 
first investigations coaccrning accessibility \\-ere carried out by Nils- 
Erik Nilsson and myself, as  a joint study by the Department of Forest 
Survey and the Department of Operational Efficiency, Ulf Sundberg 
was my head of department-and he lias since followed the various 
projects with greal interest. The co-operation between the two depart- 
ments resulted, in 1962, in  my migrating to the Department of Forest 
Surrey,  here in recent years I have had the a d ~ a n t a g e  of working 
directly under Nils-Erik Nilsson. To both of these my friends I should 
lilie to express my sincere thanks. 
In addition, 1 should like to convey my appreciation and thanks to 
those more immediately concerned in the preparation of this account, 
namely 31rs Bcrrbro Wehlou ,  who has been responsible for the typing of 
the manuscript, and 31rs Bri t f  Lindhlnd, who has draw1 the figures 
and diagrams, as  well as  to 331. Jeremy Florrwr-Ellis, JI. A., ~ ~ 1 1 0  trans- 
lated the paper into English. 
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Studies over skogens och skogsmarkens avsattningslagen 
I detta arbete sanmlanfattas cle stuclier rorande skogens och sliogsmarliens 
aosattningsliigen soin utforts vid sliogsl~6gsliolan i sainband n~ecl olika utred- 
ningsuppdrag (arbete I-\', se s. 3 ) .  Resultatet av dessa s t~ ld ier  har, med 
undantag for liorta sammanfattningar 135 engelslia i de tv?t fiirsta arhetena, 
tidigare endast varit tillgiingligt pfi svenska. 
Den i studierna anvanda undersoliningsm~etoden innebar att rilissliogs- 
taxeringens ordinaric taseringsinaterial liomplettcras med data 0111 prov- 
ytornas beliigenhet i olilia avseenden. Denna liomplettering sker 115 r~nnnle t  
med hjiilp av liartor. Beslirivningen av provytornas belagenhet omfattar bland 
annat lioravst8ncl i terriing till bilviig och flottled samt bil transportavst~~nd 
till  iss st levera~lsstiille saint till bygcl. Uppgiftcrna lian a m e  skildn transport- 
och leverailsforiner samt oiilia utbyggnaclsgrader av clet pcrmancnta viigniitet. 
;\led utg8ngrpunlit ErSn det erhillila datamaterialei, son1 fiir varje provj  ta 
innehdler  shB1 sliogliga uppgifler son1 beliigenhetsuppgifter, iir det mojligt 
att besltriva sliogeris och sliogsmarliens avsi i t tningsforl~G~l1a~~de pA n ~niingd 
olilia siitt. De beslirivningar son1 l a~nnas  i arhetena I-V avser i fiirsta ha1ic1 
clels skogs~~larl iens och virltesforrfidets beliigenhet i forhXlandc till bilviig, 
flottled eic., dels avverknings- och transportliostnaderna fiir clef potentiella 
uttaget enligt avverliningsberakning och det faktislia uttaget enligt rilisskogs- 
taxeringens stubbinventering. Syftet ined clessa beslirirningar iir h2de att gr 
en allinan bild av avsiittningsliiget och att clc dial1 kunna tjiina son1 ~mclei-lag 
for vidare bcriliningar. 
Eseinpel p5 beskrivningar och sBclana frfigest5llningar soill llar belgsts 
mcd hjiilp av driftselionorniska lialliyler, baserade pfi materialet, ges i liapitel 
5. Dei poiingteras att vardet av dylilia lialkyler lian vara relativt liortvarigt 
11% grund av avverknings- och transportmetodernas utveckling, Diirtill lio111- 
mer de forlndringar som kan orsaltas av en forfinad lialliyltelinili, bl. a. 
hattre liannedom om olilia kostnadssamband. Kalliylerna bor diirfiir utforas 
nled alternativa forutsattningar och fornyas med ej alltfor l h g a  tidsmellan- 
IYSTRUCTIOhS FOR CLASSIFYING THE FOREST IR\33IVTORY TRACTS IX RESPECT 
OF ACCESSIBILITY1 
Classification i s  carried out on maps (scale I :  100,000) on which  have 
been drawn in  roads and the forest inventory tracts. Recording is  done on 
a special form (see below), and the directions here follow the layout of that 
form. The completed form (clear figures!) is  dated and signed by the ob- 
server. 
County Use county letter. 
Col. 1 The tract number is  given with both the number of the line 
and the number rnarked under each tract on the map. E.g. 
400-14-8. 
Col. 2 The tract corners are numbered clockwise from 1-4, begin- 
ning in  the north corner. All classification refers to the "ac- 
cessibility" of the various corner points. 
Col. 3 Classification is  based on the existing road network and on 
the network delineated o r  sketched on the outline of forest 
road planning (regional plan).  
For  "existing road nett$-orli" entries are to be made in  all col- 
Reproduces, in slightly edited form, the  instructions usecl in  papers 111 and IT'. Some 
sub-appendices are omitted. 






I Extraction dist. I Lorry tspt  dist. I 
straight-line ] actual straight-line I actual Del'y 
Road to  delivery site a t  coast site 
net- t o  from acc. to 
work col. 
perm. wlnt f p e r m  wint f,way perm. wint. perm. >v\.int. l3 
d d 1 1 r 1 r 1 rd  1 i d  I rd rd 
tenths of hn km 
EX. 2.9 - 3.5 3.1 - 4.0 145 - 182 - 4 
P1. 0.8 2.4 142 187 
Max. no. figures in col. V u n c h i n g  for " S o  information" 
unlns 4-31. In the line for "planned network", only infor- 
mation is  to be entered w l ~ i c l ~  differs frorn that for the "esist- 
ing  networli". 
Only the following columns may be left uncompleted: 
Col. 4 and 7 for roadless island tracts; 
Col. 5, S, 11, 13, 17, 1 Y  when no winter lorry haulage road is  i n  
question; 
Col. 16-19 for transport niethods (1) and ( 3 ) ,  and Col. 1 G  and 
1S when the classification concerns "minter haulage road, 
transport method ( 2 ) "  and when "permanent road" simulta- 
neously gives transport method (1) ; 
Col. 20-22 for transport method (3 ) .  
''KO information" is  denoted by a dash (-1. I n  puncl~ing,  ' T o  
information" is  codified wi th  figures consisting solely of 
nines (e.g. in Col. 11, "999''). Actual values may not therefore 
come up lo the number of nines which  is  given in the example. 
Col. 4-6 Measure wi th  dividers the shortest straight-line distance from 
every tract corner ( in  tenths of km in reduced measure) to 
the nearest 
--permanent road (Col. 4) ; 
- csisting or presuniptivc winter haulage road, if closer than 
the permanent road (Col. 5 ) ;  
- substantive floatway (sub-appdx A.1) (Col. 6 ) .  
Measure irrespective of the land category the corner is  on 
(forest land, cultivated land, water, etc.). 
For  coaslnl crnd island tracls aclditional instructions are given 
in the special section below. 
County 
Lorry tspt  dist. I 
straight-line] actual =lonting Del,y Dist. Tspt to  
meth. t o  f'wag site set- 
for from acc.to tlemt 
?'\\00d col. 
perm. n l n t  perm mint. 20,21 
rcl 1 i d  1 rd rd l i i r -  Cost 
- 
km t n c t  
-
o/f3 , lim 
I B-up area 1 
Type 




s o .  SO. 
-- - 







30 1 31 
10 1 
Col. 14 
Col. I 5  
Col. 7-9 From every tract corner is  measured by map-measurer ( in  
ienths of ltrn in reduced measure) the estimated off-road route 
to landing beside or access to 
- permanent road (Col. 7 )  ; 
- esisting or presumptive winter haulage road if this route is  
shorter than to the permanent road (Col. 8) ; 
- substantive floatway (Col. 9 ) .  
Measure irrespective of what land category the corner is  on. 
If the route according to Col. 7, possihly Col, S or one of them, 
does not predominantly coincide wi th  ihe route to floatway 
(Col. 9 ) ,  mark this by ringing the figure in question (Col. 7- 
8 ) .  
Note that Col. 7 is  to be completed for all methods of transport 
(see Col. 15 below). 
Col. 10-13 Measure from estimated landing by roadside or possibly winter 
haulage road ( in  whole ltm in reduced measure) both the 
straight-line distance and the lorry transport distance lo the 
nearest delivery site (even outside the county) at the coast 
(sub-appds A . 2 ) .  
Delirerg site to which the lorry transport distance in Col. 12- 
13 is  measured is  given by a number according to sub-appdx 
X.2. 
Transport method for softwood to delivery site at coast is 
given as the cheapest of the follow-ing three choices: 
(1) extraction to floatway and floating; 
( 2 )  extraction to road, lorry transport to floalmay and float- 
ing; 
(3 )  eslraction to road and lorry transport to coast. 
Above the "d i rec t  haulage limit" (D-limit) (sub-appds A.2)  it is 
assumed that neither transport method (3) nor lorry transport 
along R floatwap or to another district by i~iethod (2) occurs, 
other than ivhen the cost i s  clearly lower (at  least 3 orelfa) .  
'The choice betiwen nlethods ( 4 )  and ( 2 )  is made schematically 
by  the aid of sub-appds 4.3. 
B e l o ~ v  f h e  "d i rec t  haalage lirlzit" method ( 2 )  is  not considered. 
The choice between inethod (1) and (3) is  matle schematically 
with the aid of sub-appds -4.3. 
Tiithin the direct haulage area the code number for the trans- 
port iiiethod is ringed. 
Col. 1G-I 9 21ranspi)rt r~zelhod ( 9 )  : Prom estinlatccl landing for softwood 
a t  roadside or possibly winter haulage road is  given ( in  whole 
iirll in reduced measurc) both the straight-line distance and 
ille lorry trans:~ort distance to the nearest substantive float- 
way or nearest landing at or near a s ~ h s t a n l i r e  floatmay. For 
haulage along a floatway, see Col. 15 above. 
Transport  me thods  ( 1 )  and (31: Mark with dash in Col. 16- 
19. 
Col. 20-21 Trnnsport  me thods  / Z j  and ( 2 ) :  hlloc:~te dri\-ing district num- 
ber and cost according to sub-appdx A.1. 
Col. 22 
Col. 23 
Transport  me thod  ( 3 ) :  Mark with dash in Col. 20-21. 
T r a ~ l s p o r t  methods / I )  and ( 2 ) :  Allocate number for delivery 
site at coast (even o ~ ~ t s i d e  own county) according to Col. 20- 
21. 
Tralrsporf me thod  13):  Mark with dash in Col. 22. 
Give distance by road (in whole hnl in reduced measure) to 
the nearest settlement according to the forestry wage agree- 
ment ("hesides built-up areas, villages and communities pos- 
sessing regular communications, shops, post and telephone"). 
'The off-road distance to road is assumed to agree wi th  the 
estimated ro~ l t e  in Col. 7 or possibly 5. 
Col, 24 Travel allowance for commuting is given according to sub- 
appds  A.4. 'The "ceiling" for the a l lona~ ice  is  10 %. 




to the nearert built-up area (even outside ow11 count!) of the 
t j p e  C+O and type C1, and the number for this, according lo 
sub-appdx A.5. 
As regards the off-road clislance to road, cee Col. 43 abo\e .  
Price zone according to the forestrj wage agreement (1 01- 2 ) .  
Allocate r o n m u n e  number according to suh-appdx A.G. 
Cornparison between the ~nfornlat ion for "existing network" 
and "planned network" : 
-inforination identical denoted by 0 on line for "exist. nct- 
\vork" ; 
-inforination not identical denoted hj- 1 on the li11e for 
"exist. netsvorli". 
Classifictctio~r of coastal and island tracts 
Constal tracl's are classified according to the least expensive 
method of "normal classification" and "classification as is- 
land tract". In both cases the distance to shore is given in Co!. 
6 and 9. 
Islnnd irrrcts are classified as f o l l o ~ ~ - s :  - - - 
51th-rc].prlr Al 3. \Bodrl for selecting l!ae 1msl expensite t~;ul.porl method f ~ r  ioitnnnct for 
delkera lo side at coast 
A b o w  t h e  D-limit 
Lor?)- t r anspor t  t o  f l o a t x a y  is cslirnatcd Lo tnkc  place n l i en  t h e  costs for t r anspor t  
i i~et l iod (2): 
extract ion Lo road  (Th), 
lorry t r anspor t  t o  f l o a t ~ ~ a y  (B) a n d  
floating (Fb) 
a re  equal  Lo o r  less t h a n  t h e  costs for  t r anspor t  inethocl (1): 
T y p e  C- chief places in  t h e  municipal i ty  l~loclis: 
O = o t h e r  bui l t -up areas of major  i~nporL:?ilcc t o  forestrj-.  
extraction t o  Cloatway (Tf) and 
floating (Ff); 
T b + B + F b < T f + F f  
vhich can be restated 
Tb-Tf + B  ( Ff-Fb. 
The expression (Tb-Tf+B) has been tabulated in the schedules 1-12l. (Segatire values 
z e  inserted into the schedules as required. The calculation may be performed "by hand" 
without recourse to  the  schedules.) The number of the  schedule gives in orc/f3Bm the  ratio 
between the cost difference (Tb-Tf) and the difference in the off-road distance in the case 
in question. This ratio has been calculated for various distances to  road and floatway and 
is g imn in Tab. A.1.  The table thus gives tllc schedule which is to be used in any case. 
The information for floating costs Fb  and Ff is obtained frosn sub-appdx A.1. 
Example: 
Off-road distance to  floatway 4.5 kin 
Off-road distance t o  road 1.5 ltnl 
Lorry transport distance to  floatway 15 km. 
Entry into Tab. A.1 indicatcs tha t  schedule 4 is to be used. In schedule 4 t he  value 
1 - ( -  3)=4 ore/f3 is obtained. 
The floating cost for lorry transport (Fb) must, therefore, be 4 ore less than the  floating 
cost for direct extraction to  floatway (Tf) for transport nlethod (2) to be selected. "Indirect 
floating costs" need not be considered, siuce these are includrd in both transport methods. 
Below the D-limit 
Lorry transport direct to  the coast is estimated to  take place vhen  the costs for transport 
method (3): 
extraction to road (Tb) and 
lorry transport to  coast (B) 
are equal to  or less than the  costs for transport method (1): 
extraction to  floatway (Tf), 
indirect floating costs (4 ore/fs) and 
floating (Ff); 
Tb-Tf + B  5 Ff +-i. 
Entry  into Tab. A . l  and the schedule there relerred to is as above. The floating cost given 
in sub-appds A . l  shoulcl, l~owcver, be increascd by 4 ijreifs for indirect floating costs. 
The schcclules may if required easily be expanded for lorry transport distances longer than- 
100 l in~:  - -- - 
Sub-cippdr A. 1. Trax el allon ance lor cornmuting 
--- 
Sub-oppdx d . 5 .  List of "built-up areas'' 
--- 
Sub-cippdx - 1 . G .  List of commune? 
--- 
I Only schetlnles 1-6 arc given here. 
Tab. A.1. In the table is given the number for the schedule (1-12) according to which the 
profitability of any lorry transport may be estimated for various extraction dis- 
tances to road and floatway. 
Off-road Off-road distance to floatnay, kin 
distance to  
road, lim 0-0,5 0,s-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 10-12 
Schedule Nos 4, 5 and 6 Expression ( T b  - Tf+ B )  in ore / f3  
- -  
Schedule No. 
Difference 6 5 between 
dist. t o  
road and Decr. Incr. Lorry transport distance, km 
dist. to  of value 
floatway, in Sch. 5, 
km orelf3 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 70 80 90 100 
PRECISIOS I\  EST111 \TES OF THE ECILIGE DISTAhCE TO ROAD 
In the paper "Studies of cross-country transport distances and road net extension' 
(uori Segebuderz 1964 b), an empirical formula (5) is @\-en for calculating the  standard error 
( E )  in thc estimate of the average (straight-line) distance to a road on an area, for various 
values of the superficial area (A), the average clistance (,llg) ancl the  number of measure- 
ment points (n) regularly spaced. Thc formula is as follo\vs: 
*A 
. 
ancl from which the relative standard error r (in per ~ l l e r e  x = 10 log 
cent) ol the average distance is obtained from thc cquation 
The formula is less accurate for negativc values of .c. For values of x exceeding 4.5, the  
value 4.5 should be snbstitnted in thc formula. 
In Tab. B.l, the required number of rcgular1)- spaced points! calculated from formula 
(5) is given for areas of b c t ~ ~ e e n  25 and 20,000 lrm2 for the average distances 0.5-2.5 kin. 
Tab. B.1. The required number of points regularly spaced on a square lattice, for given 
standard errors in determination of the average distance (straight-line) to road, for 





















Standard error, per cent 1 
2.5 1 5 I 10 
Average distance Lo road, lim 
Sotc :  In thc table, parentheses mark cases in vhich the  "avcragc mesh of the road nct- 
~vorli" (36 I\Ig2) is grcatcr than the arca of the region in question. 
Formula (5) ancl Tab. B.l may, in spite of the statcd limitation to  regularly spaced 
measurement points, be employed also for calculating the precision of the estimate of average 
distance based on determinations from thc  four corners of the inventory tracts. By selecting 
the  number of points (n), either as equal to  the  number of tracts or as equalto thenumber 
of clcterminations for the tract  corners, limits may be obtained within ~ h i c h  the  standard 
error should lie. The standard error, h o ~ e v e r ,  probably lics closer to  the upper than to  the 
lower limit. For a longer avcragc distance-a sparser road network-the distance b e t w e n  
the corner points of the  various tracts is relatively less in relation t o  the  "average mesh 
of the  road network" than when the network is tightcr; thus thc i~lcliviclual determinations 
for the tract  are not then independent, hut  are the  more strongly correlated with one 
another. The closer the spacing of the road network, the greater is the  degree of precision 
attained with four determinations per tract. The "clustered ~ roup ing  of the corner points 
a l ~ ~ a y s  gives, h o ~ ~ e v e r ,  a lower precision than tha t  obtained 1~11en the  same number of 
points is evenly distributed. 
Appendix C AREA DIVISIONS 
Counties and their subdivisions 
0 100 200 300 
K rn 
Special regional terms 
Nb ,Yorrboffens lun 
1,2 "Lappmark" above (os) and 
the  "investment 1imit"l 
3 Coastal region 
Vb Vusterbotfens Ian 
1 , 2  "Lappmark" os and 11s 
3 Coastal region 
below (11s) 
Jtl ~iirnt lctnds~li in  
1 , 2  Prorince of Jamtland os and ns 
3: 4 Harjedalen os and ns  
Vnr T'usternorrlands lan 
1 Angermanland 
2 llledelpad 
Gvl Gauleborgs [an  
1 Halsingland 
2 Gastriltland 
I ipb  Kopparbergs lan 
1 ,2  Sama-Idre communes os and ns 
3 Remainder of the county 
Vrm Yarmlands Ian 
Or nrebro tan 
Vst Vustmanlands Ian 
Up Uppsala Ian 
St11 Sfockholrns Ian 
Sdm Soderrnunlands lan 
Og &fergofIands lun 
Skb Skuraborgs Ian 
Xbg dlushorgs lun 
1 Dalsland 
2 Vastergotland 
Jkp Jiinkb'pings Ian 
Krb Iironobergs lun 
Klm Kalmctr lun 
Gtl Goflctnds lun 
Gbg Gofeborgs och Bohus 16n 
HI Hctllands Iun 
B1 Blekinge 1811 
Krs Kris f ians f i~ds  lun 
Allin Malmolius lun 
Sforurnarz region (paper 11): The area within a circle of radius 120 lrnl from Storuman in 
Vb 2. 
Xorrland: Nb, Vb, Jl l ,  Vnr and Gvl (excl. Gvl 2 in papers IV and V). 
N. Sweden (paper V): Nb . .,: Kpb, Vst, Up and Sth. 
S .  Sweden (paper V): Vrm, Or, Sdm . . . Mlm. 
Industry groups (paper Y): 
Xorth-western (NV) - units in Vrin, Skb ancl, Abg 1. 
North-eastern (NO) - ,, in Or, Sdm and Og. 
Gota Riocr (GA) - ,, around Gbta River. 
South-western (SV) - ,, in H1 and the  western parts of Jltp and Krb. 
South-eastern (SO) - ,, in the  eastern parts of J k p  and Krb and in Klm, B1 and I<rs. 
Limit, above mhich regeneration measures are not generally talien due t o  low profit- 
ability. 
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